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AGENDA

THIRTY-SIXTH MEETING OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE TO THE DIRECTOR, NIH

June 15-16, 1978
Building 31, Conference Room 10

National Institutes of Health

THURSDAY, June 15

9:00 a.m. Opening Remarks Dr. Fredrickson
Dr. Richmond, ASH

9:30 Attracting and Nurturing Young Scientists

Director's Advisory Committee Dr. Bondurant
Consultant Dr. Neurath
Government Dr. Klerman, ADAMHA

10:00 Committee Questions and Discussion

10:30 Coffee Break

10:45 Clinical Applications/Health Services

Director's Advisory Committee Dr. Bennett
Consultant Dr. Marks

11:15 Committee Questions and Discussion

11:45 Fundamental Research

Director's Advisory Committee /.Dr. Comroe
Consultant Dr. Tcsteson
Consultant |. Dr. Palade

12:15 p.m. Committee Questions and Discussion

12:45 Lunch

2:00 Regulatory Needs

Director's Advisory Committee .^vs^^^^Hki^Ti^j^ i

Consultant DrT~MeTrfion

Government Mr. Jellinek, EPA

Dr. Miller, FDA

2:30 Committee Questions and Discussion . .

3:15 Coffee Break
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3:30 p.m. General Overview

Director's Advisory Committee »^Dr. Eisenberg
« Dr. Wildavsky
<, Mr. Hutt

Consultant . . . . ^ Dr. Robbins
Government • Dr. SmitjJ, HCFA

« Dr. Omenn, OSTP

4:30 Committee Questions and Discussion ^<^cOd^

5:15 Adjourn jds*^. Qc»-^«^'^ •

FRIDAY, June 16

9:00 a.m. Opening Remarks Dr. Fredrickson

9:15 Committee Members' Opinions (5 min. each)

10:30 Coffee Break

10:45 Policy Regarding Recombinant DNA Research Dr. Fredrickson

11:15 Committee Questions and Discussion Dr. Fredrickson

12:00 Adjourn
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I have come across the country to pay tribute to you -- and to signal

the coRTTiitment of this Administration to the vital research enterprise you

represent: a coirmitment that the President is determined to express not

only in v/ords, but in deeds.

In the process, I want to discuss a subject of intense interest to

you and to me: the future of Fede?^al support for health research.

I want to suggest an important new process that we in government and

you in the research com;munity should begin to support basic research:

development, for the first time, of a multi-year strategy to guide

allocation of limited government health research dollars.

I hope you will not think it presumptuoiis for a layman to propose a

new strategy for a subject on which you are so well informed. Let me say

in my defense that though I may be a new student of the issues in science

and biomedical research, since January 1977 I have been getting a crash

course.

I had scarcely taken office as Secretary of HEV/ when I was im.mersed

in the ongoing controversy about the effectiveness and safety of Swine flu

vaccine.

Since then my trial by fire has continued from one issue to another

in which science, medicine, politics, religion, ethics, and human values

either converge or collide, in ways all too familiar to you:

e Abortion

© Saccharin

0 Psychosurgery ' *

© Fetal r^esearch
_

.

© Recombinant DNA
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Just this week, based on research into the dangers posed by asbestos,

we launched a public information campaign to warn past workers of t!ie

health risks they face from asbestos exposure.

What have I learned from fifteen months of all this? Several things.

I have learned hew critical it is to have a firm core of scientific

knowledge upon which to base policy decisions. .When I launched the Depart-

ment's anti-smoking campaign, I knew it would arouse controversy, but I

also knew that the effort was soundly and firmly based on painstaking and

convincing scientific research.

I have learned the importance of 'workiny out, what Don Fredrickson

calls, "technical consensus" on controversial scientific issues and of

doing so in the open, not behind closed doors. When I was faced with

difficult questions of imjr.uni zation policy -- not the least of which were

lack of public confidence as a result of the Swine flu program -- we held

iiiiportant meetings in the open and solicited a broad range of scientific

and technical advice in an effort to find a common ground of expertise upon

which to build. When I eventually' made my decisions, the public knew

everything I knew and was thus better able to judge them..

And I have learned that at the core of many health problems and

controversies that governm.ent must resolve today is the dilemma created by

enormous and pressing needs and limited resources. Indeed, in no other

field 1s that dilem.ma more sharply posed -- or more important to resolve --

wisely and fairly — than in health, and health research.

The Federal government has become the dominant force in biomedical

research not only in this country, but increasingly, throughout t;-a v/cr-ld.
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It supports the largest health research establishment 'in the world

today. HEW's support for health research amounted to an estimated S3.

4

billion in 1977 -- over 50 percent of the nation's total expenditure for

such research, and almost 80 percent of the Federal health research effort

The National Institutes of Health today oversee a research budget of

$2.7 billion in support of 15,000 principal investigators including 13,000

research grantees in non-federal institutions.

•These are impressive numbers -- and all the more impressive when we

reflect that they represent a relatively recent development. The Federal

Health Research enterprise has existed for less than a generation.

In that brief span, we have realized some significant achievements --

achievements with which you are intimately familiar and for wtich you are

largely responsible: unraveling the mechanises of heredity; gains against

rheumatic heart disease, hypertension, and rubella; new medicines derived

from better ^understanding of the chemical basis for communication in the

nervous system; the Salk and Sabin polio vaccines.

Each of these achievements reveals the march of our national health

effort in just the right cadence, from basic research to applied research

to technology transfer.

It is important, I think, to dwell upon these accompl ishm^ents ; they

are important justifications though hardly the only ones -- for our

large research investments: justifications that the American people can

easily grasp.

Yet, though the vital signs for cur research enterprise remain good,

some danger signals have appeared in recent years. As you well know, the
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great expansion of the National Institutes of Health took place between

1955 and 1963, and not in the decade since then.

Last July, President Carter ordered a thorough-going review of

Federal support for basic research. It turned up some sobering facts:

e Over the past ten years, Federal support for basic research

has declined by nineteen percent in constant 'dollars;

© The quality of scientific plant and equipment at our

great institutions has badly deteriorated;

e Research opportunities for young university scientists

have been declining — and so the percentage of young

scientists on our faculties declined from 43 percent in

1968 to 27 percent in 1975: ' a chilling omen for future

scientific achievement.

In the health field, there were, for example, serious efforts in the

early 1970s to cut back on funding for biomedical research, under the guise

of containing health expenditures.

It was foolish to think that we could make significant savings by

cutting back biomedical research. The tota^ spent for biomedical research,

efter all, is less than four percent of our nation's health expenditures.

Contrast that with the 40 percent spent -- too often profligately ~- on

hospital care and the additional 20 percent spent on professional fees.

Realizing this, and deeply concerned about the nation's future researc

capacity, President Carter last fall determined that we should halt this

downward drift and reverse it. Tlie President directed a new emphasis on

basic research in Federally supported science programs. The President's





fiscal 1979 budget for NIH contains a direction to reprogram $93 million

more to basic research.

This move to begin to redress the research balance is a significant

step. It represents a commitment that is an important part of my message

to you today. And the state of the research enterprise remains good, even

if the growth spurt of a decade ago is not likely to recur soo'i.

The size and quality of the program for this meeting attest to the

vigor of current medical research in this country. The excellence of our

health research is also evidenced by the frequency with which Americans

'win the Ncbel prize for medicine or physiology. In the last two years,

five Americans 'ece'ived this award.

Thus, the President's comjnitment to'basic research and the present

stability of your efforts are encouraging indicators. But every day brings

home more forcibly to us in government the limits on our resources --

limits on the amount of basic research, limits on the ability of research

to help with some of the truly gargantuan health problems facing the

nation limits that will be with us for the foreseeable future.

In an era in which resources for basic research are limited, we must

develop abetter strategy to guide the allocation of the federal research

dollar. A multi-year plan will serve to level out the annual appropriatior

fluctuations that make rational research planning so difficult.

It is for this fundamental reason that I want you to help me set in

place a new process by which HEW can develop a multi-year plan for health

research.
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At present, we do have decisions often made well -- about

allocating funds within particular disciplines, or specific, relatively

narrow areas of concern. But we do not have an across-the-board strategy

for health research that assesses research and health needs in a systematic

and comprehensive way.

Too often -- and I recognize that we in the Executive Branch, as well

as those in Congress, are hardly free from blame -- our research dollars

may go to popular causes, to the disease of the month, rather than to

scientifically important endeavors. Too often, our research dollar may be

overconcentrated in particular areas at' the expense of other, equally valic;

and important spheres of inquiry. Too often, we do not ask whether cur

health research effort bears a reasonable relationship to the basic burden

of illness in America -- including mortality, disability, and cost.

A multi-year strategy for basic health research, covering at least

five years,.is, in my judgment, an extraordinarily important goal:

e Such a plan will help us all, especially those of us in

Government, resist some of the .inevitable but not always

desirable pressures that attend the distribution of

substantiaT research dollars. .

i) Such a plan will bring an important measure of stability

to the research enterprise by pointing out' broad directions

of government support for a more extended and realistic

period of time than next year's budget cycle.

© Such a plan, by focusing on the important relationship

between health research and health needs, will encourage
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the creative interaction of ideas -- from the laboratory

to the systems of health prevention, delivery, and

regulation and from those systems ba-,k to the laboratory

— that vyill enrich the process of research itself.

& Such a plan v.'ill help us to tune cur research efforts

so that they bear an appropriate relationship to our

nation's health needs.

It is far easier, I know, to agree upon the need for a strategy than

to agree upon a strategy itself. For some, the mere mention of a five-year

strategy, or any sort of strategy, may raise tears of well-intentioned but

bureaucratic official interference with science.

I am acutely sensitive to this concern. And I am persuaded that

development of a five-year research strategy will enhance, not diminish,

the .research effort. I also believe that the process by which we arrive

at such a strategy is almost as important as the strategy itself.

Obviously, such a process shouldbe conducted in the open, with full

and robust discussion. We intena to seek' advice and counsel from all

quarters -- first and foremost from you, the leaders of the health research

community, as well as from other interested parties. And we will, of course

consult fully with members of the Congress.

But the process will also be conducted with great care and deliberation

To that end, I envision the following steps in developing the five-year

research plan.

© During the next three months, we will seek from all

apprnpriate parties suggestions about the basic principles





that should inform the development of the plan. I have

asked Dr. Fredrickson to develop and implement the most

effective system for obtaining suggestions. This initial

process of gathering and debating appropriate principles

will include a conference on health research planning to

be held at the National Institutes of Health this summer,

e After this initial consultation with the concerned

communities, vie will publish a tentative statement of

the principles next fall and then seek extensive ccm,ments

and criticisms before publishing the final principles early

in 1979.

© During 1979, vie will develop a more complete plan by,

again, seeking advice, publishing a tentative plan, and

then soliciting additional ccmjr.ents and criticisms -- with

early 1980 as a target date for completion.

I recognize that as this process moves forward there will be intense

debate. But that kind of debate and reassessment, in public, of the

gcvernm.ent- funded health research effort will, I am sure, be a stimulant,

not a corrosive.

Indeed, I am confident that an energetic exchange of ideas among the

research community, the government, the medical profession, consumers of

medical services and others -- given a sharp focus by the objective of

developing a multi-year plan to guide distribution of our limited research

dollars -- will not only be novel, it will be of substantial benefit to

all involved.
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To give you a flavor of v/hat I envision, let me share with you

several tentative principles that might underlie a five-year plan. The

first three principles are hardly controversial but the tv/o that follov/,

'While perhaps unexceptionable in phrasing, may well be controversial in

application. These principles are merely illustrative, and are neither

iniHiutable nor exhaustive.

© The most bas"!C principle in my judgment should be this :

to maintain at a high level and to enhance our support

- for fundamental research into biology and behavior .

The building of our current capacity represents a 25-year investment

by the American people. It v/ould be foil/ to jeopardize the network of

competent investigators and institutions created so painstakingly over th

years .

"

We iritend to do' everything in our power to strengthen this vital

national ccmmitment to knowledge development.

As wo maintain our support for health research we should recognize

several important dimensions of this principle:

— There must be freedom to pursue research topics that are

not immediately relevant, for basic research is nothing less

than a long-term investment and we cannot program or order

. neatly the mysterious and serendipitous ways in which

new knowledge is developed.

— There must be diversity in the research that we support.

The population-based life-sciences -- biostatistics

,

epidemiology, various behavioral sciences -- are at least
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as basic to our understanding of health as the more

affluent and popular consumers of research dollars,

biochemistry and molecular genetics.

Another important dimension of this first principle is

that serious attenticn must be given to renewal of the

physical research plant, in addition to support for the

scientists vvho seek to advance human knowledge. This

plant is deteriorating and obsolescing. As the University

Presidents' report on Research Universities and the National

Interest stated: "The most serious reduction [in Federal

support] has occurred in funds fqr new equipment and facili-

ties and for upgrading existing plant." We must reverse

that trend.

e A second principle is that we must assure that there are amole

opjDortuni ti as for young investigators .

Vie must consciously find ways to nourish the development of

and provide research opportunities for -- the "Young Squirts."

If research is to flourish, then we must appropriately structure

comoetition between, as well as within, the generations -- for

that competition has, so often in the past, been the driving,

creative force in knowledge expansion,

e Third, basic research has to be accompanied by vigorous ,

thoughtful and, where appropriate, interdisciplinary applications .

Seeking important uses for the fundamental knowledge developed

by basic researchers is an essential element of the total
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research effort. And this principle, toe, has several

important dimensions:

Those engaged in the vital task of apj: 1 ications research

must be in close touch with those who are doing the very

best basic work.

— We should, perhaps, seek new ways of supporting those who

understand and caii make interconnections betv/een basic

applications research in particular fields. These valuable

individuals -- scientific impresarios if you will -- bring

together -- for their mutual benefit-, and for the benefit of

all -- scientists engaged in different kinds of research who

. have the potential for creative interaction. The connection

not just between basic and applied research, but also among

research disciplines, is critical.

We must recognize, in short, the different types of scientific roles

and provide support to those who are concerned about transmitting the

learning of the laboratory to the society at large.

e Fourth, our qovernnient-su::Dorted res*-^arch must have a s t rong

orientation toward imorovinG the quality of our nation 's

health and effectiveness of this nat'on's h.ealth services .

Although we are spending ever greater amounts on health care

in the United States -- more than $180 billion in fiscal 1979

or some 9 percent of the nation's Gross National Product --

there is substantial question whether billions of dollars of

those expenditures have had any impact whatsoever on the

health of the American people.-
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An improved knowledge base is vital to the central problem of health

care in this country: providing quality health care at a reasonable cost.

Indeed, as the vaccines so dramatically demonstrate, breakthroughs in

research are often the means by which we can simultaneously improve health

and cut the costs associated with disease.

Giving vitality to this principle involves applied research that, in

candor, has not yet received its share of attention from the Old, Young,

or Young, Young Turks. Some say that you have grown accustomed to treating

applied problems, especially those affecting health delivery, like orphans,

duinping them on the doorsteps of the schools of Public Health.

You can no longer abandon your responsibility in this area. You must_^

v/ork with the schcols of Public Health as full partners. We need the best

of the talents ihat the medical schools and the schools of Public Health

can bring to bear. And we must remember that medical schools outnumber

schools of Public Health by more than 4 ,to 1

.

This fourth principle raises fundamental issues of health science.

— The principle may involve new attention to basic problems:

Problems like nutrition, or the aging of the population,

or new methods of fetal research, or dealing with the

bewildering set of questions surrounding detection and

prevention, not simply cure, of environmental cancers. For

example, this year we have requested an additional $33 million

a 20 percent increase -- for the National Institute of

Child Health and Human Development to seek new, safe, and

universally accr3ptable methods of family planning, to
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explore methods of producing healthy babies by correcting

fetal deficiencies and to examine behavioral issues relating

. to birth problems in teen and sub-teen mothers v/ho smoke.

— The fourth principle may involve new attention to some of

the disciplines I mentioned before disciplines like

epidemiology and bicstatistics; and behavioral studies that

have important impliccticns for national health problems.

For example, I have asked that vie undertake more research

into the critical behavioral question of why people begin

to smoke, and what is an effective method of helping them

stop if they want to do so.

Thie principle may also involve addressing some of the most

basic issues: What is good health? How much health care

is enough? How do we measure the quality of health care?

& A fifth and final principle is that HEV'-supoorted rese arch

must be more effectively oriented to develop knowledge bases

that support not just some but all the health missions of the

Depar tr.ien t -- prevention, delivery, regulation, standard-

setting, and cost control .

It is now t^ne to take a look at the health i^esearch strategy for the

Department as a whole. We should reexamine whether our research resources

are properly distributed among our health components -- the National Institu

of Health, the Health Care Financing Administration, the Food and Drug

Administration, the Al cohol , Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration

and other componpnts of t!^e Public Health Service.
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Should there be greater research capacity within the operating

components of the Department in order to increase the feedback between

researcher and operator? Should there be a different set of questions

addressed by researchers in order to help carry cut pressing health

missions -- such as' reducing dangers from environmental causes, or

discouraging and preventing excessive alcohol ccnsuniption?

As I noted, these principles are tentative examples of the formulations

that we should develop this year as a prelude to the drafting of a more

eomprehensi ve five-year research plan,

I recognize, of course, that there is an inherent tension in the effort

to produce such a plan -- a tensicr- illum^Inated by the contrast between

the first three principles I mentioned, which are -statements in support of

research without any indication of the directions in which that research

might go, and the last two principles, which involve a substantive

orientatiofi of our research effort.

But it is our fate to live in an era of limited resources. Our society

must learn how to make difficult choices wisely, and with foresight. We

must shape a process in which the inevitable tensions I have highlighted

v/ill be creative -- a process that will produce a strengthened research

enterprise wfiich pursues knowledge openly and freely, for its own sake of

course, but also to serve the health needs of the American people.

Thank you.
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lEMORANDUM department of health, education, and welfare
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH

Members D^^E. -^^y 1973
NIH Advisory Councils

_
Director, NIH

Secretary Califano's Initiative—Development of Health Research
Planning Principles

In a recent speech before the Annual Meeting of the American Federation
for Clinical Research, Secretary Califano announced that a national
conference will be held at the NIH this summer to seek public advice in

the development of health research planning principles for DELEW. The
successful conclusion of this activity will lead to the development of
a five-year health research plan based upon the principles
established. Your participation in this process is essential for the
NIH and the DKEW in developing a document responsive to the Secretary's
initiative.

Attached are three documents, as follows:

• Attachment irl—Remarks of Secretary Joseph A. Califano, Jr., DHEW,

before the Annual Meeting of the American Federation for Clinical
Research, San Francisco, California, April 29, 1978.

• Attachment #2—Proposal outlining the process under which the DHEW
health research planning principles would 'be developed.

• Attachment #3—Draft statement of the NIH health research planning
principles.

Each Agency within the DHEW which engages in health research is

involved in this initiative and will establish its own process to

develop health research planning principles. Agencies' statements of

principles will be consolidated for presentation to a national
conference for review and recommendations to the Secretary. I believe
that it is important to obtain your input as early as possible in this

DHEW effort so that the NIH statement reflects the views of as broad a

health community as is possible, given the timing of this initiative.

Towards that end, I would appreciate your review of the attachments,
and your ideas and views on how attachments 2 and 3 might be improved
and amplified for presentation to the national conference. I realize
the difficulty involved in responding in a considered manner to

documents which you do not have sufficient time to review. However, as
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you can see from attachment irl, the timing of this process is extremely
constrained. I encourage you to send written ideas to your Council's
Institute Director. If your ideas could be received within a week, or

at the most tvo, following completion of your Council meeting, they

would be extremely useful to me in formulating an NIH statement.

Attachments

cc

:

B/I/D Directors
OD Staff
B/I/D Planning Officers
PPE Directors
Mr. Habel
Ms . Braymer
Mr. Mansfield
Mr. Miller

Donald S. Fredrickson, M.D.
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ATTACHIffiNT #2

Proposal: Process Under which the PHEW
Health. Research Planning Principles Should be Developed

Both the process and timing of this effort will be subject to DHEW

review and possible adjustments; however, the NIH recommends that the

following major steps be undertaken:

o Development of proposed health research planning principles by

each agency engaging in health research activities (tentative

completion date: early to mid July).

Building on staff work already underway in each agency, this step

should include:

1. Reconsideration by each agency of draft documents previously

developed suggesting health research planning principles for

DHETW; and

2, Consideration of each agency's draft health research planning

principles by their respective advisory bodies where

appropriate. Although each agency would not be required to

solicit such advice, they should be encouraged to do so as a
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means for obtaining broad public input prior to a national

conference. NIH documents will be reviewed by the Institutes'

and the Director's Advisory Councils, as well as by other

outside advisors.

o Consolidation of agencies' proposed health research planning

principles (tentative completion date: mid to late August).

This step should include the development of a unified document

suggesting health research planning principles for DHEW which

reflects each agency's input, consolidating where appropriate and

identifying alternatives where consensus is not achieved.

o Presentation of proposed DHEW health research planning principles

to a national conference (tentative completion date: late

September 1978) .

This step should include:

1. Determination of conference logistics and structure;

2. Endorsement or modification of health research planning

principles where agency agreement exists and recommendations

^ on alternatives; and

3. Collaboration between the DHEW and other organizations in

developing the conference's structure and outcome.





o Development and publication of conference's outcome (tentative

completion date: draft— late October or early November;

final---early 1979) .

This step should include:

1. Development of the conference's outcome into a document for

presentation to the Secretary and acceptable for publication

in draft as an approach to soliciting additional publio

comment; and

2. Development and publication of a final document, modified as

appropriate based upon public comments received.

The completion of this effort will provide the basis for the

subsequent development of a DHEW five-year health research plan.

Consideration of the process under which the five-year plan should be

developed need not wait until final publication of the health research

planning principles, but might well be addressed inmediately after the

national conference- The development of the plan should provide full

opportunity for public input.

/
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DRAPT
5/17/78

ATTACHMENT #3

Draft Statement of NIH Health Research Planning Principles

Background

The following points concerning the scope of the DHEW health

mission are intended to provide a context for the development of health

research planning principles:

o The principal health missions of the Department may be

characterized as Health Research, Prevention, Health Care, and

Regulation. Total Department expenditures for these missions in

FY 1977 approximated $38.0 billion.

o In FY 1977, the Department paid 23% of the Nation's health bill;
.14

however, if the Health Care Financing Administration's (HCFA) i

14

budget is excluded, about 50% of the Department's health J

< >'

expenditures was for research and development activities. .

i-

?
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o There are four principal health research agencies in the

Department (NIH, ADAMHA, NCHS, and NCHSR)*; however, other

agencies (FDA, CDC, HSA, HEA, HCFA)- carry out health research in

support of their primary missions. Total expenditures for health

research and development in FY 1977 by all Department agencies

engaged in health research were $2.6 billion; expenditures of the

four principal health research agencies amounted to approximately

$2.5 billion (96%) .

o In FY 1977, NIH and ADAMHA accounted for 92% of all Departmental

expenditures for health research and development and for 97% of

the health research and development of the four principal health

research agencies.

* NIH—National Institutes of Health

ADAMHA—Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental Health Administration

NCHS—National Center for Health Statistics

NCHSR—National Center for Health Services Research

FDA—Food and Drug Administration

CDC— Center for Disease Control

HSA—Health Services Administration

HRA—Health Resources Administration
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In FY 1911 , the NIH expenditures for health research amounted to

approximately $2.2 billion. Of this amount, about 76% of the NIH

expenditures support Science Base activities, 14% support Clinical

Applications, 5% support Transfer activities, and 5% support

Training. NIH has adopted these new categories to provide a more

functional way of viewing NIH activities and to indicate where

these activities lie on the health research spectrum. Although

not without definitional problems, these new categories briefly

are conceived as follows:

1. Science Base (S)— the search for new knowledge about

fundamental processes of biology and behavior. This category

encompasses both undifferentiated research which tends to be

focused on underlying disease mechanisms and clinically

oriented research which focuses on specific disease oriented

problems

.

2. Clinical Applications (A)— th6 further development and

assessment of knowledge for immediate practical purposes.

Clinical trials comprise the largest element in this category,

which also includes research on the development of vaccines,

other biologies, drugs, instruments and devices.
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3. Transfer (T)— includes demonstration, control, education,

consensus development and dissemination activities, as facets

of the total transfer of knowledge to the health care

community

.

4. Training (T)— the training of research manpower.

Introduction

In developing health research planning principles for the DHEW, it

is important to recognize the following conceptual problems and

constraints:

o Initially, the objective is to develop health research planning

principles for the Department, not to develop a plan. However,

the principles must be sufficiently specific to provide a context

and framework for the subsequent development of a five-year health

research plan.

o The principles must address all health research conducted and

supported by the Department (including biomedical and behavioral

research, health services research, epidemiologic and demographic

research, research on disease control technologies, and health

research communications), and must relate health research to the

broader health missions of the Department.
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o The principles must reflect the fact that resources for health

research are limited. The planning principles are intended to

serve as a structure for the subsequent development of a strategy

to guide the allocation of Federal research dollars and to

influence the manner in which the Department is organized to carry

out its health research missions.

Health Research Planning Principles

The following set of principles are draft NIH proposals and do not

necessarily reflect the views of other organizations that will be

participating in this process. These principles are not mutually

exclusive, nor are specific issues necessarily confined to a single

principle. Rather, they are intended to complement one another, and it

is through this complementarity that the unity necessary for

Department-wide health research planning may be achieved. The

principles proposed by NIH are as follows:

o Principle #1—The goals of improving the quality of health care,

preventing disease, protecting health through regulation, and

reducing the burden of health care costs are critically dependent

upon advances in health research. The following key elements must

be provided to assure unity of purpose:
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Setting a realistically high level of Federal investment in

health research. Over the past decade, total health costs

have escalated from 39 to 120 billion dollars annually, while

the proportion of health dollars devoted to research declined

from 4.8% to 3.9%. The knowledge base to support Departmental

health missions falls far short of needs despite extraordinary

recent advances. Many research opportunities exist in areas

of immediate and necessary interest, yet NIH and ADAMHA are

able to fund less than 50% of the grant proposals recommended

to them as meriting support.

Assuring the development of an adequate knowledge base for all

Departmental health missions. This would include

strengthening all research approaches to health

problems—biomedical, behavioral, epidemiologic and

demographic research, development of disease control

technologies and research to improve biomedical

communications— as well as finding more systematic ways of

meeting the knowledge needs of the non-research health

agencies. There is currently no systematic approach available

to identify the knowledge needs of the non-research mission

agencies, to make these needs known to the principal health

research agencies, and to determine feasible ways of meeting

these needs. Some questions to be considered here are what is

and what should be the role of the health research agencies in

establishing standards for health care, in providing the

science base for regulatory efforts and in validating current
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health practice. Another question is the extent to which

health agencies with non-research missions should engage in

application research in support of their mission and/or enter

into arrangements with the principal health research agencies

to obtain it.

— Assuring the systematic dissemination of research results and

related consensus development processes so that knowledge

advances are applied to societal needs as promptly and

effectively as possible. This will require research agencies

to review new research information systematically, to identify

clinically relevant portions needing further evaluation, and

to assure an assessment of broader health significance.

Principle #2—The PHEW should adopt a broad strategy for health

research funding which includes:

— Providing for an adequate level of assured long-term support

for fundamental studies that expand the knowledge or science

base for all Department health missions. This should be

expressed as a constant dollar level for a five year period in

order to assure continuity and effectiveness of ongoing

research; current funding would serve as the baseline. New

support levels should be related to an assessment of ongoing

research, new scientific opportunities, and periodic

evaluations.
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This support should be recognized as a long-term investment

which provides for freedom to pursue research topics that may

not be immediately relevant to practical health problems and

for diversity in the research supported.

— ^^oviding for specific program add-ons for the support of

clinical applications research and transfer activities. This

should include the funding of multi-year, high cost clinical

trials and consensus development activities as direct add-ons

to specific agency budgets together with the development of

special funding arrangements for activities especially

relevant to the mission needs of health care and regulatory

agencies. These activities should undergo thorough review

each year.

Principle #3—Health research planning requires evaluation of

performance and studies to illuminate future alternatives.

Principle il^—Present research capabilities must be sustained to

assure future health gains. These capabilities include :

— Renewing and maintaining human and physical resources. It is

essential to bring into the research community each year new

investigators with new ideas and to provide them with research

opportunities. This is necessary to train the next generation

of investigators. Research careers must be kept
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competitive with other pursuits in order to attract and retain

high quality individuals. Serious attention must also be

• given to the Nation's physical research plant, which has been

deteriorating. This includes funds for both equipment and

facilities

.

— -ostering major research activity at research and academic

institutions, such as medical schools, and providing research

support in a stable manner. Research is inseparable from the

learning process, and directly and indirectly enriches the

quality of health care. Investigators and institutions should

not be subject to major fluctuations in Federal policy and

need some measure of stability.

— Protecting the support of investigator-initiated research.

Investigator-initiated research underpins the health research

network, provides a large measure of stability to the system,

and plays a critical role as a creative force in knowledge

development and expansion.

o Principle #5—A prerequisite for research support is research

opportunity

:

/

— That in the judgment of those best informed, the knowledge

base in a given field will support further exploration, and

scientific leads for new studies are available.
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— That scientific excellence and program relevance, as judged by

those most knowledgeable within the research conimunity, must

remain the primary criteria for research support.

That, given research opportunity in fields where social costs

may be estimated, research plans must weigh these costs.

These should not only include direct care costs, but also

morbidity, mortality and impact on the quality of life.

— That emphasis will be given to prevention research where

opportunities exist, because prevention is less costly and

more effective than treatment.

Principle #6—Efficient and effective discharge of the

Department's health responsibilities requires complementarity of

individual agency missions. This principle rests on the following

key elements:

— Assuring that the Department's organizational structure is

responsive to all aspects of the overall health mission, and

that each aspect is being considered in the most appropriate

organizational locus.

/

Assuring the development of collaborative approaches to

address those aspects of the health mission which cannot be
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fulfilled by a single agency, or which are not exclusively

contained in the mission of any one agency-

Principle #7—The health research process must be sensitive to the

larger social context in which it operates, thus:

— Attention must be given to ethical issues and social

concerns

.

These include the protection of human subjects who

participate in research, public safety and environmental

health, appropriate representation of minority groups and

women in research, and privacy.

— International coordination of health research must be

strengthened. Because health research yields benefits to all

mankind, it is essential to foster international cooperation.
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PENDING HEALTH SERVICES RESEARCH LEGISLATION

Two bills, H.R. 12584 in the House and S. 2466 in the Senate, are now
pending to authorize PHS programs for health services research, health
statistics, and medical technology transfer and evaluation. Both bills
were reported out of their respective committees on May 15 and await
floor action. Authorizations for existing programs in these areas

expire September 30, 1978.

S. 2466

The Senate bill would expand, redirect, and rename the National Center
for Health Statistics and the National Center for Health Services Research,
create a new National Center for Evaluation of Medical Technologies, and
place these three entities within a new PHS agency to be called the

National Institutes of Health -Care Research (NIHCR) . The NIHCR, whose
Director would be appointed by the President, would be parallel to and

modeled upon the NIH and would provide policy guidance and coordination
to its component institutions in their conduct and support of health
services research, demonstration evaluations, and statistical and epidemiological
activities for the DHEW. Training programs in these areas would be
authorized under the National Research Services Award authorities.

Briefly, the NIHCR would be composed of:

o The National Center for Evaluation of Medical Technologies (NCEMT)
which would be responsible for assessing the usefulness, cost,

safety, effectiveness, and the economic, social, and ethical impact
of medical practices and procedures. It would be advised by a

National Council for the Evaluation of Medical Technologies. The
Center would be authorized to fund studies and train personnel in
health practice evaluations. It would also be authorized to establish
three extramural centers for the evaluation of medical technologies

-

o The National Institute for Health Statistics and Epidemiology
(NIHSE) which would incorporate the mission of the present National
Center for Health Statistics and, in addition, would be directed to

(a) coordinate all health data collection for DHEW and (b) undertake
an expanded program in epidemiological research and research on
improved methods of obtaining epidemiological data.

o The National Institute for Health Policy Research (NIHPR) which
would incorporate and expand the programs of the current National
Center for Health Services Research and which would be authorized
to conduct policy assessments as well as research activities- It
would also be given responsibility for reserach in the use of

computer science in health services delivery and medical information
systems.
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AUTHORIZATIONS (in millions)

1979 1980 1981

NCEMT
NIHSE
NIHPR

$25
60

40

$35
65

45

$50
70

50

H.R. 12584

The House bill x^ould establish a National Center of Health Care Technology
and otherwise retain existing organizational entities in the PHS. The bill
revises and extends the authorities of the National Center for Health
Statistics (NCHS) and the National Center for Health Services Research (NCHSR)
and includes an explicit mandate for them to conduct studies relating to

health care costs, including costs of diseases and conditions which are
environmentally related. It also requires the establishment of: (1) a

standardized means for collection of health information and statistics and

(2) guidelines for collection, compilation, analysis, publication, and
distribution of statistics and information necessary for determining
environmental effects on public health.

The bill creates a new National Center for Health Care Technology (NCHCT)

within the office of the Assistant Secretary for Health to support compre-
hensive assessments of the safety, efficacy, cost effectiveness, and the

social, ethical, and economic impacts of new medical technologies. The
NCHCT would be advised by a Health Care Technology Advisory Committee with
NIH membership. The Center would be authorized to assist in the establish-
ment of health care technology centers.

AUTHORIZATIONS (in millions)

1979 1980 1981

NCHS
NCHSR
NCHCT

$60
36

15

$75
44

25

$80
49

35
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THE NIH FORWARD PLAN

SECTION ONE. DIRECTOR'S PREFACE
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DIRECTOR'S PREFACE

The NIH is the principal biomedical research agency of the Federal
government. The objective of biomedical research, and thus of NIH, is to

improve the veil-being of man through greater understanding of life.

This involves a continuing search for knowledge. Tnis search is deeply
rooted in biology and involves the successive resynthesis of new facts
with what was earlier established, the entire process moving towards
clinical application and the transfer of results to the health care
community

.

This plan, and the process which guided its development, represent
an effort to describe this sequence and to address some of the

significant issues which impinge on it. For FY 1979, the budget request
and research plans show a shift in emphasis towards the expansion of

"basic" research in NIH programs. This responds to a high administration
priority for "basic" research in all Federal science programs, and a

continuing NIH cotEmitment to the development of fundamental knowledge
needed for future clinical application and transfer to the health care
community. In FY 1980-1982, the NIH commitment to "basic" research
activities will continue. To exploit the output of this research, a

substantially greater emphasis is planned for "clinical application" and

"transfer" activities.

A New Approach

In past years, the terms "basic," and "applied" research have been
used primarily for broad descriptive purposes. But they are troublesome
when used as a basis for priority setting or resource allocations because
they lack operational definitions and mean different things to different
people at different' times. Research is essentially an effort to gain new
knowledge or to find a new way to use prior knowledge. Many scientists
regard their efforts as "basic" no matter what the immediate purpose for

seeking such knowledge may be. At the other extreme it can be argued
that all research supported by the NIH is "applied," since its ultimate
purpose is to apply the tools of many disciplines to biology to the ends

of bettering human health. "Basic" and "applied" research represent the

ends of the research continuum, and although it may be possible to

identify activities at each end on which some agreement on definition can
be achieved, there is an extremely large area of research in between
which resists agreement.

In the past year, interest in the allocable implications of these

terms has intensified, culminating in the administration's emphasis on
"basic" research for FY 1979. At the same time, NIH has been engaged in

an effort to redefine the research continuum and clarify the issues. The
SATT approach— Science base, clinical Application, Transfer, and

Training— is the first order approach. The NIH is attempting to use
these concepts in its program planning and budget development
activities. In using this approach, there still will be areas subject to

•3





judgment; however^ the definitions will be easier to apply, and the

picture drawn of the NIH research programs will be more functional and

reflect more accurately where. the research activities lie on the
continutjm.

The new categories are conceived as follows:

• Science Base (S)— the search for new knowledge about fundamental
processes. The terms of re.ference are scientific inquiry into
fundamental matters of biology and behavior. Activities encompassed
under this concept would include grant support for
investigator-initiated projects, the larger, mul tidisciplinary
efforts (known as program projects), some center-based activities,
some intramural research efforts, some research contracts, and the

provision of special resources for research. The science base
includes both undifferentiated research which tends to be isolated
from a specific disease orientation and clinically oriented
research, focusing more on specific disease processes. The
clinically oriented fraction, which is clearly part of the science
base shades into another part of the continuum which is more rigidly
defined as

—

• Clinical Application (A)— the further development and assessment of

knowledge for immediate practical purposes. Clinical trials,
comprising the largest element in this category, are defined as a

prospective research activity undertaken to assess the value and

effect of prophylactic, diagnostic, or therapeutic agents, devices,

regimens, procedures, etc., in human subjects. All NIH supported
and conducted clinical trials are tracked and reported annually in

an NTH clinical trials inventory. Other activities included under
"clinical application" are research on the development of vaccines,
other biologies, drugs, instruments, and devices. The outcome of

these activities results in knowledge more immediately applicable to

man and which may enhance the quality or duration of life. This

knowledge, which will likely determine more codified medical
practice, moves into the last part of the research continuum defined
as

—

• Transfer (T)~ includes demonstration, control, education, consensus
building and dissemination activities, as facets of the total
transfer of knowledge to the health care community. Consensus
building involves seeking agreement among informed members of the

scientific community and the public on the probable usefulness of

new clinical interventions, including an assessment of risks and

benefits that may have been identified earlier through clinical
research and/or clinical trials. Demonstration projects are time
limited. They are undertaken to assure widespread understanding of

the potential health impact of new applications—particularly those
involving ^complex technology; and to provide the basis for their
continued community support.

• Training (T)— training of research manpower. Critical to the above
three categories is the continued training of new scientific researcher
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While the SATT approach recognizes both the flow of knowledge and

its ultimate utility^ definitional uncertainties and limits to its

usefulness remain. During next year's planning process, the NIH will be
trying to resolve some of the definitional problems, as well as

considering the estent to which this approach can be applied usefully in

the planning process.

Planning Agenda

There are currently three planning activities underway, all
interrelated but running on somewhat different time schedules and
addressing issues from different perspectives. These activities include:

NIH Planning Process

This process began in September 1977, and will be essentially
completed with the publication of this document, the NIH Forward Plan, Pf
1980-82. The major elements in this process have been:

« The provision of a forum for interaction and decision—making between
the OD staff and the NIH Director with the NTH Institute Directors
and their respective senior staff, as well as improved integration
of the planning, financial and legislative functions. This

interaction focuses on each Institute's program plans, opportunities
for research progress, proposed allocation of resources, legislative
proposals and major program issues. This process results in the

refinement of the Institute's program plans, the development of a

planning budget level, the initiation of action leading to

resolution of or further work on program issues, and a mutually
useful briefing in preparation for Congressional hearings.

• The identification of, planning for, and review of trans-NIH health
problems. A number of health problems cut across the categorical
lines of the Institutes and require a somewhat different planning
effort. These health problems are reviewed within the same

structure provided for the individual Institutes, and each Institute
that has a program interest in the particular health problem
participates in them. The review centers on the current status of

planning for these health problems, including coordinating
mechanisms in place, and the discussion of future activities.

• The integration of the budget and forward plan processes at all

points throughout the eight-month planning period. This integration
provides the NIH with a firmer planning base, a more realistic
context in which to consider future program directions, and a more
relevant structure around which decisions concerning research
opportunities can be made. It also advances the NIH capability to

develop the agency preliminary budget submission as a logical
follow-through of the planning process.

5





• The review of Institute research programs within the context of the

new SATT approach previously described. This approach provided a

common framework within which activities and issues could be viewed
as they occur in the sequence of knowledge development and provided
a structure around which the general flow and direction of NTE
activities could be assessed.

PHS Tnree-Year Planning Process

In February 1978, each Agency was asked by the Secretary, DHEW, to

develop a three-year planning strategy. Individual Agency plans were
integrated into a PHS three-year strategy document in the Office of the

Assistant Secretary for Health. The NIH Research Strategy Plan, FY
1980-82 is reproduced in Section Two. This document was one outcome of

Che NIH planning process and the first attempt by NIH to describe its

activities and allocate its resources using the new SATT approach.

PHEW Five-Year Research Planning

At the request of the Secretary, DHEW, the NIH is in the process of

identifying major issues that the Department may wish to address in

future long-range planning of health research and principals which could
guide the development of such a plan. Each PHS Agency is currently
engaged in a similar effort. The outcome of this activity will in large

measure set the planning agenda for health research in the future. Some

of the principals which NIH believes essential to the development of a

long-term Departmental health research strategy are:

• Support for fundamental inquiry into biology and behavior— the

"science base" for the Department's heal th" missions—must be stable
and at an adequate level;

• Assurance of funding in three areas is vital: support for

free-ranging, investigator-initiated research; support each year for

a number of new researchers with new ideas; and support adequate to

train the next generation of investigators;

• Knowledge oriented institutions such as medical schools should
continue to harbor major research activity, for it is inseparable
from the learning process. Institutional concerns therefore must be

taken into account;

• Excellence and relevance, as judged by those most knowledgeable
within the research community, must remain the primary criteria for

research support;

6
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«. A pre-requisite for research support is "research
opportunity"—meaning that in the judgment of those most
knowledgeable

J
the knowledge base in a given field will support

further explorations j and scientific leads for new studies are

available. Given "opportunity" in fields where social costs can be

estimated, research plans must weigh not only direct care costs, bu

morbidity, mortality, and impact on the quality of life, as well;

• Because prevention is less costly and more effective than treatment
prevention research will be emphasized where feasible;

• Continuing provision must be made for storage, retrieval, and

dissemination of the new knowledge derived from health research;

• There must be timely and effective transfer of new research
knowledge for use in health practice, and to support the range of

Departmental health missions;

• Annual budget and program reviews should focus on high interest,
high visibility areas of clinical application and knowledge
transfer, as well as on major new initiatives proposed. High cost
clinical trials and consensus development should be funded—when
feasible and needed— as direct add-ons to specific agency budgets.

Some of the issues that may be considered in the course of

developing a five-year health research planning strategy for the

Department could include:

• Science Base Issues

1. How to sustain the capacity and effectiveness of the present
national apparatus for health research;

2. How to coordinate health research programs which transcend
existing organizational structures;

3. How to enhance, expand and evaluate research activities
comprising the science base;

4. How to more effectively serve the knowledge development needs o

the regulatory and health care financing functions.

« Clinical Applications Issues

1. What is the appropriate separation between health research and
other health missions;

2. What are the knowledge gaps which attend this separation and th
options for closing them;





3. What is the appropriate role of health research agencies in

validating existing health care pr-actices; and

4. How can interface problems in multi-purpose disease-related
centers be more effectively handled.

Transfer Issues

1. What is the appropriate role of health research agencies in
technology transfer;

2. To what extent is it appropriate for health research agencies to

support "control" programs; and

3. How are technology transfer and assessment activities to be

coordinated within the Department?

This Plan presents the NIH Research Strategy for FY 1980-1982 from

an agency perspective, using the SATT approach as the planning framework,
and the individual Institutes research program plans for the same time

period. These efforts will contribute to the further delineation of

major issues which will be addressed in the Department's five-year health
research planning strategy.

Donald S. Fredrickson, M.D.

Director
National Institutes of Health
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jrary of 3^.0<X) disnl.us. In ifio coro-

ary artery s\ stem the displays arc bcitiy

cviscd constan'.ly as new cxpcncdcc is

:;iined. Those revisions, made by the

j:ompiiter, provide directly auth(.)ritative

Information necessary to make decisic)ns

jjn subciassitieation (».iia:;nusis), progno-

jsis, and nianagmeiit for individLial pa-

Itients. Computer simulation of clinical

jcopnition has introduced an important

["synthesis'" concept. Here the final dis-

I
plays do not exist in a preformed set but

i

must be built un by appropriate combina-

tion of small modules. The computer

problem is to select and apply knowledge

from its stores when it is required, thus

freeing the programmer from the impos-

sible task of prior specification of ail pos-

sible contingencies. This concept of syn-

thesis is also employed in INTERNIST
which combines it u ith elements of prob-

abilistic computations and pathophys-

iologic tlow charts lo build and select dis-

plavs. IN'I l-KNLSr keep-, track of .uui

displays both explained .ind unexpkiined

'indings. The hepatitis data base uses the

computer for simplifying text cdilmg and

iipclating and for convemcncc iif storage,

retrieval, and dissemination.

In this brief review of examples of

some of the classes of computer systems

being developed to support diagnosis,

prognosis, and therapy, there is evident

a clear evolution of both an increasing

sophistication of systems and a piogres-

sive recognition of the complexity of the

pioblems. Also changing is the man-ma-
chine relationship. What may have been

considered earlier as an adveisary rela-

tionship is evolving through greater rec-

ognition and respect for the unique capa-

bilities of each into a synergistic collabo-

ration. Whatever the limitations of e.xist-

ing systems, the data justify an opti-

mistic view of the future of this collabo-

ration in m.edicine.
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The Road from Research

to New Diagnosis and Therapy
e

Julius H. Comroe, Jr.

My career goal was teaching—not re-

search. When I finished my internship, I

became an instnictor in pharmacology at

the University of Pennsylvania because

it was the best teaching department in

the School of Medicine and I wanted to

be part of it. lit was also the best re-

search depailment. but that was a sec-

ondary factor in my decision.)

One learns a great deal by leaching, es-

pecially if one has bright, inquisitive,

uninhibited students. The first thing that

I learned (and I learned it the first day)

was that 1 did not know the answer to

many of their questions. The second

thing I learned was ihal, for most of their

questions, no one else had good answers

either, lo nIkhI, the aieas ot ignorance

vv--ie 1,11 uiLMlei than instances of solid,

real knowledge. 1 hat was in the mii.1-

ly^O's. We ct)uld determine the specific

type ot pneumoni.i bugs in a patient, but

we could not deal the patient hec.iuse

we had no sulfas or penicillin. We had x-
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rays that could detect shadows in lungs,

but except for the vital capacity test, we

had no tests of the function of the lungs.

We had iron lungs (even built for two) for

polio patients with respiratory paralysis,

but we had no vaccine to prevent the dis-

ease in the first place, \Vc could diagnose

pulmonary tuberculosis, but we had no

way to cure tuberculous patients be-

cause we had no streptomycin or para-

aminosalicylic acid or isoniazid. We
thought we were helping (or possibly

curing) patients witli tuberculosis by in-

sisting on two plus years of bed rest in

sanitoriums and by pneumothoiax,_^ut

we know now that we really were not. We
knew when a patient was not breathing

and needed i esiiseilation , and the Red

Cross hail taiiL'.li! evervone in (he coun-

try how to Use the .Sch.ilei inetlio(.l of

piDne-piCssuie aililicial respiration— un-

til someone made actual measmements

oi the volume of "good air in ' and "'bai,!

air oiil" anil tound it inadequale !o siis-

(K)'', S(!75r;X/ll'i:t,-l)«.>1|SO| SO/U C'npyn^'h'

tnin life' only then were adequate meth-

ods devised.

We could measure high blood pressure

i.i the systemic circulation and diagnose

hypertension there, but we could not

measure pulmonary arterial blood pres-

sure and diagnose pulmonary hyper-

tension because Cournand and Richards

had not yet done their basic studies of

cardiac catheterization. We had no meth-

ods at all in the mid-1930's for resuscita-

tion of the stopped heart and no artificial

pacemaker to make a too-slow heart beat

at a normal rate. We could tell, by look-

ing, when newborn babies could not

breathe properly and were blue, but we
did not know why and mo-^t of them

died; now research has shown us wnat

causes the respiratory distress syn-

drome, and knowing that, we can treat it

effectively and most of ihese babies now-

live.

My father, practicing iriternal medi-

cine in the mid-193()'s, had a few drugs

(digitalis, insulin, arsphenamine, vac-

cines) that improved, cured, or pre-

vented disease, and a few more (aspirin,

morphine, barbital) that relieved symp-

toms of d'scasc. Mainly he provided his

patients with hope, encouragement, re-

lief of sulVering, and laxatives to keep

'heir bowels open, and he iccommeiided

excision ol toci ol inleciioii iiM.niilv loii-

silsl.iiui plenty I'l ti uil juices ( he h.id no

laitli 111 chicken sou(M. I. '.cr.c.'iing in the

mid-lV.M)'s, had lew hones'. ,insvveis lo

The iiilhiir !•. .MoiTis I In /stem Prolessiii of lliol-

o^ty and I'lolessor of I'liy suiki>;v in ihc ,irdiovascii-

lar Kesc.iicli Insliluir. Liiiivcisiiy ol C-liforni,i. .S,in

I rancisco 9414.V

? I97,'< AAA.'i 931





'I'.il'ic I. Sici's tx't«.ccn a new I'ica anU hiil \.lmical aiipiic.ilu>n.

1 . Van h;>s in if."inai ulca or ohsc; v almn . or in ini| 'Oi Ian; ia( nil lie a In in nf a i.mi i x-nl conucpl
2. Knowlciltc iiniM alrcach- cxisi nr he dcvclupcil rn unc o; mure relaleil ur imrclaled seieiiees

(tor example. hioK'yy. ph\sn:s, eliemislry. matheinalics. ciignicci inf. siiciai MjieiKcs)
Ilia! proviile- ihc M^ienlifie Ha.sc. Ihe .uneepls. llie.lei.li.iK|ues or apparaHn- neecssarv to

le^-i Ihe ne\<. idea,

V M.ai u ilt'i luea isee slep I
.
almve

) leai as ol exislenee aiul pei lineiiee ul. icquisile kii(i\<.leilue

(--ce siep 2)

1 Man Willi nlea now nee-.K t'lmds lor experinienlal woik !o tc^l his iilea

5. Man obtains data, draws conclusioris. writes manuscript, and submits it lo journal for pub-

lication

6. Reader response to published arliele (does not read if, reads it but ignores it; reads it and
repeats work)

7. Confirmation with or without modification and extension, or contr.idiction and refutation

H. New iilea enters intellectual sphere of clinicians, oi dnig companies, of manul'acturers of

instruments or apparatus

9. Initial clinical trial (phase I) after approval of Committee on Ethics and Human Investiga-

tion

10. .Application to Food and Drug Administraiion fur phase 11 and 111 clinical trials

11. Publication of clinical papers; reports of successes and shortcomings
12. Approval by Food and IJnig .Administraiion for use by physicians

13. \S idesprcad use ut" new drug (or procedure) by physicians

14. Further refinements of indications for use: cataloging of undesirable efTects

L^. Public acceptance of value of new therapy, which I'eplaces no therapy or previous therapy

It;. ContiTiuing sc.irch for improved drugs or procedures

Student questions except "I (don't

know."" It was then that I realized what

research was all about. R.esearch meant

that the teacher did not have to say ""l

don"t know" year after year. Research

ipeant that a physician did net have to

say. year after year, "i can't cure vou"

to the vast majority of his patients. In

short, research meant the end of a long

static period in medicine—because every

one of the great advances in modem
medicine and surgery has come through

research.

"Deiivery of Health Care"

Why this long introduction that merely

repeats what surely all of you already

know'? Because our attitudes and think-

ing are governed to a great e.xtent in 1978

by catchy Madison .Avenue phrases. One
of these is ""delivery of health care."

What does this really mean'? To me. de-

iivery m.eans distribution of something

we already have, sumetbmg that is

stored cither in a waiehouse. a drug-

stoie. a hospital, or even a physician's

head. Those who prefer longer words

would speak of it as delivery of the phy-

sician's present ""arm;imentarium." A
military analogy would be: if we have

atomic bombs or nuclear missiles, we
can both deliver I hem and at the same

lime try to improve the delivery system.

But if we do not have thetn al all. the

world's most perfect delivery system

cannot endow us with the capability for

nuclear atttick.

.So t!ierc ;iro !wm w;iys to inin.ove liie

nation'-, health; one is seeing to i' thai we
deliver wh;\t we alrody have in h.inJ.

9}2

and dojt fairly, evenly, protnptly. in-

telligently, and guided by the best cur-

rent medical judgment: the other is to

find something better lo deliver—earlier

diagnosis, preventive measutes. more ef-

fective treatment—and to recognize that

these come through research and not

through Madison .Avenue slogans. We
have become so enamored of the new
phrase "'delivery of health care" thai we
have already forgotten that we can deliv-

er only what we have, only what we have

already learned, and only what we now
know.,We forget that we will never have

anything better or completely new to de-

liver—another disease to prevent, anoth-

er disorder: to cure—until we discover

something new, and that is what we call

research.

"Health .Maintenance"

.Another Madison Avenue catchphrase

that needs some clarification is ""health

maintenance." My dictionary defines

health as "'physical and mental well-be-

ing: freedom from defect, pain or dis-

ease." It defines maintenance as ""con-

tinuing or preserving a given condition."

Health maintenance therefore must

mean preserving in perfect health those

who are now enjoying perfect physical

and mental health. Because 1 know very

few people to whom this applies on any

given day or in any one year, this highly

laudable objeclive, by dictionary delini-

lions, probably ;'.pplics to fewer than 10

percent of i>iir population.

Hut. you may argue, the ills of the oth-

er ^) peiceni would be i'lilly nKinauc;iblc

if only Ihe iinhealfhy would l;ike the

simple step of ci>n'-,ijimg a phy .ifi;in and

loliowmi; his iulvice lo ihc Idler Not

Hue. In l^T.S our areas of igniir.incc

about ihe hum. in body .ukI Us m.ilfiinc-

lions siill gieally oiitiiimil'-cr our .iicas of

complele or snrtieicnl k;iowlcdj:c. .iir.l

Ihc '"liciltli iiiiliisiiy" (re;illv the "sick-

ness iikIiisi I

y '

" ) has hccotnc ilic Liigest

in the country. Unfortunately, e.xperts

testifying before congrcssii)nal .ippro-

pnations commrtlees believe that the

best strategy by which to obtain a larger

budgel for health or research is to tell an-

ecdote after anecdi.)te about the magnifi-

cent succes.ses of medicine rather than to

relate honestly how far we still have to

go. Science writers are equally to blame

for headlining daily ""breakthrt^ughs"; if

one of them wants to win a Pulitzer prize

in journalism, all he need do is follow up

each '"breakthrough" reported in the

press and latei v.'rite an article on the-

state of medical breakthroughs after 10

years. If 1 were looking for a research

problem. 1 would do this myself.

1 could list at length what we do not

know: the cause of cancer, of hyper-

tension, of atherosclerosis, of mental

disorderj, or of congenital heart disease;

how to relieve low back pain, allergic

disorders, arthritis, or even th^ common
cold: how to transplant organs predict-

ably and successfully; how to deal with

major or even minor vital infections. .A

full list would use up too much expensive

paper, and Science is already printing

some pages with margins of only I to 2

millimeters. You can make a list for

yourself of what we do not know by

looking at your recently dead or dying

friends and acquaintances, and the ones

who wish they were dead, the ones with,

chronic disorders that will not let up and

the ones who reply to your casual ""How-

are you today'?" with ""so-so." or "not

too 'oad," or ""miserable." Or look

through the Yellow Pages in your phone

book and under social services ana wel-

fare organizations; you will find the

vvords retarded citizens, alcoholism,

cancel, blind, suicide, developmentally

disabled, blind babies, epilepsy, emphy-

sema, drug abuse, cerebral palsy,

crippled children, deaf, mentally re-

tarded, leukemia, multiple sclerosis,

niuscular dystrophy, visually handi-

capped, aging, heart, lung, and mencil

health. Obviously. .-Xmericans think

there are a lot of medical problems still

unsolved: why else \» oiild they he r;'.ising

money e;ich year lo solve them? .And

even John Knoulcs. president of ihe

Rockefeller Fouiidalion and the slaunch-

est advocate of the iiidiv ivhial's responsi

bility for preventing disease, wion.' i"

I chniary oi this ycir {/): " IT.e siipro^i
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of fundanwiitai biomedical research has

also flagged alarmingly in the past sever-

al years. The basic bioi(.)gical mecha-

nisms of our most connnon diseases are

stil! not well enough known to give clear

direction to preventive measures."

If "health maintenance" does not re-

fer to preserving the 10 percent in perfect

health but rather- to freezing our ailing

population in whatever state of malfunc-

tion they now exist, and preventmg its

further progression, it probably involves

90 percent of our population. But it is

then a phrase devoid of hope because it

denies that we have the power to learn,

to replace ignorance with knowledge, to

cure the now incurable, to prevent the

now "inevitable"—in short, it ignores

the most important ingredient in achiev-

ing good health for most and then main-

taining it, and that is research.

From Ignorance to Research to

Application

Table 1 shows some of the steps along

the road between the birth of a new idea

or observation and its full clinical accept-

ance and proper use by physicians and

patients. This is a compressed version of

one road—a road for an idea that starts

in a basic science laboratory, and even-

tually makes a fruitful connection with a

clinical investigator. Omitted are che

windings, the blind alleys, and the rocky

and almost impassable parts. Rarely is

the road shorter, because it is rare that

someone takes one or two giant steps

that elimmate the time-consuming prob-

lems.

Table 1 contains 16 steps. The first 7

involve basic or fundamental investiga-

tion which may or may not at that lime

be related to the clinical problem it is

destined to solve. Steps H through I i in-

volve clinical investigation and often

considerable p;i! ticipation by industry in

research and development. Steps 13

through 16 include education of physi-

cians, continued use of a new drug or

procedure, refinement of its use, sharp-

ening of its limitations, and acceptance

of the new drug or procedure by patients

who should be benefited by it.

Discovery: How to Promote It

Before discussing steps X through !5 in

Tabic 1, I will siimiiiari/e luielly data

that l)npp> and 1 obtained in an c.irliei

^llldy (2) of h(uv i!ie gieat clinical

advances in cai diovasciilar-piilmonai y

medicine and surgery actually came
about. Of 66.1 "key" investigations that

26 MAY 1^78

were crucial to one of ten impurtant clin-

ical advances. 4i.6 percent were nr,t, at

the time they were reported, i elated to

that clinical advance, and' 61. ."i percent

dealt with basic mechaiiisins of action of

cells, tissues, or organs rather than with

the diagnosis, prevention, or treatment

of the disease itself. For each of the ten

clinical advances, basic ideas, observa-

tions, or discoveries were essential ei-

ther initially or later. Therefore to start a

discussion of how to improve the na-

tion's health at step 8 would leave a vital

gap in understanding the processes of

discovery and application and their inter-

relationships. To prevent this omission

requires brief discussions of steps 1

through 7.

Although in our study (2), the crucial

step was the first—the new idea, discov-

ery, or observation

—

1 know of no sys-

tematic, objective study by disinterested

analysts on the selection, care, and feed-

ing of those most likely to be innovative,

creative, or inspirational scientists, the

men or women who produce step 1. An
old German recipe on how to make ha-

senpfeffer begins, "First you rrtust catch

the right rabbit." A modern recipe for

promoting discovery would probably

start, "First you must catch the 'right

man or woman."
On the basis of my experience as di-

rector cf a cardiovascular research insti-

tute for more than 16 years, I would en-

large the recipe to: "First identify indi-

viduals most likely to have completely

original ideas, but give yourself 3 years

to check on your judgment {that is, your

talent in clairvoyancy). During this time,

give your nominees facilities in which to

work; provide an intellectual environ-

ment conducive to an exchange of ideas

with scientists in many related and unre-

lated fields; shield them from nonpro-

ductive activities; relieve them from ihe

time-consuming and nerve-wracking ex-

periences of obtaining research support;

and encourage them to develop and

follow through new ideas regardless of

the number or weight of their pub-

lications."

It takes experience to identify the right

man or woman initially, self-restraint to

let him make mistakes and go into and

out of blind alleys, self-denial to create

for him the freedom and intellectual en-

vironment that you would dearly love to

have for yourself, and fortitude to say,

after 3 years, "You're not going to be a

step I man, but you're going to be a great

step 7. 8, 9. 10, or 1 1 man."

What if he i.s likely lo be a step I man?
Is there any way of maintaining ah ideal

environment for him for all, or at least a

considerable portion, of his scientific

life? From the very beginning of the

Rockefeller In-litulc for Medical Re-

search ( I9<) I ) and of llic iniramural labo-

ratories of the National Institutes of

Health, such an environment has existed

for a limited number of scientists. It also

exists for the career investigators of the

American Heart Association, the life-

time research professors of the Ameri-

can Cancer Society, the lame-duck re-

search career awardees of the National

Institutes of Health, and for a small num-

ber of research professors supported by

university endowments or private foun-

dations or institutes. And recently some

pharmaceutical companies have estab-

lished the equivalent of research profes-

soi ships in "pure research" laborato-

ries.

I am often amazed that scientists, who
insist on rigid scientific proof in their lab-

oratories and in those of others, act on

their "gut reactions" when it comes to

answering questions such as how to fos-

ter discovery. It would be worthwhile to

evaluate the contributions (their direct

contributions and equally important in-

direct ones through training and in-

spiration of others) of American research

professors (or their equivalent) since

1900 and come to a conclusion on the

likely advantage to health of increas-

ing the number of 5-year, 10-year, or

lifetime research professors. I believe

(gut reaction) that the advantage would

be considerable, but I would like to have

the facts.

Research-Research Interfaces

It was once possible to go directly

from step 1 to step 13, with perhaps only

a perfunctory stop at one or two inter-

mediate steps. Withenng, in discove.ring

and using digitalis in 1785, needed little

help from those in other branches of sci-

ence because he himself was a botanist,

clinician, mineralogist, and chemist. The

interfaces in his discovery were between

his own brain ceils that stored informa-

tion in botany, chemistry, and medicine,

and these neural connections quickly en-

abled him to identify the foxglove as the

only ingredient of a Shropshire potpourri

that was likely to have potent biological

activity; the century in which.he lived al-

lowed him lo skip interactions with edi-

torial boards, peer review committees,

the commitle on human rights, and the

Food and Drug Administration.

It is rare today that one m.m can pro-

duce, store, recall, and relate all of the

knowledge needed for a major advance

in science. Let us consider the important

development of open heart surgical pro-

9.^3





ccdiircs. In 1^54. Jdhn Gibtnin pcr-

formcd Ihc liisl repair of a luinian hcail

vs-tulc llic needs ol the p.iCem's ho(.iy

were met hy an artifieial heart-hiiiy appa-

ratus. Ikit many iithers. startinu as tar

baek as ilie 17th century , first had lo

mal;e essential i.hsc(>\eries in a wide va-

riety of fields (and Gibbon had to know

and make use of these) befor e open heart

surgery could become predictably suc-

cessful (2). Obviously. Harvey first had

to discover the circulation of the blood

(162S) and H.iles (1733) had to learn how
to measure arterial blood pressure. For

the success of ordinary blood trans-

fusions. Landsieiner (1900) had to dis-

cover human blood groups; Hustin

(1914) had to find thai citrate was a satis-

factory, nonto.xic anticoagulant: and

Rous and Turner ( 1916) had to learn how

to preseive blood, a study that led to de-

velopment of blood banks. Physiologists

had to learn that a heart could be stopped

and restarted (""for sure"') on demand.

Whole new sciences of anesthesiology,

bacteriology. Immunology, pharmacolo-

gy, and chemotherapy had to be devel-

oped, and the principles and practice of

asepsis and antisepsis had to be estab-

lished and used.

Could better interdisciplinary services

have brought together the knowledge re-

quired for open heart surgery 50 or 100

yea! 5 earlier and permitted it in 1846.

shortly after the discovery of surgical

anesthesia? No, because critical, essen-

tial knowledge was unavailable until

1934. The crnical factor was the need for

an artificial heart-lung machine that could

maintain blood flow throughout the body

when ihe patient's own heart had to be

stopped for a while to allow the surgeon

to repair intricate structural defects.

Some have noted that 1934 was the year

in which DeBakey published the report

on his roller perfusion pump. But per-

functory library research by someone

who desperately needed a DeBakey-type

pump earlier would have shown that de-

tails of it had been published in 1932 by

Van Allen and even earlier, in 1928 U).

by Bayliss and Miiller (who turned it

over to Palmer Ltd. for manufacture)

and that a man named Kelly had ob-

tained U.S. Patent 314851 on it in 1885.

The pump was obviously noi a limiting

factor.

A more likely critical factor was the

absence of a nontoxic anticoagulant, and

it is hardly acciilcntal that Gibbon began

his long research program on a heart-

lung macliinc in 1934, the very year that

heparin (a naiiirally occurring, iu>nlo\ic

anticoagulant) became commercially

available. 1 U)wever, the laboratory (.lis-
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covcry of crude heparin came in 1916

and an earlier (jibbon might have forced

lis purification 10 to 15 years earlier than

l'-'34. Maybe work on the liVarl-liing ma-

cfmic began in l'^'' ! paillv x'causc the

essential knowledge became isailable in

thai year, but ii is iiioie likciv because

Gibbon became available in that year.

He had an idea and intense conviction

that a pump-oxygenator ci)uld replace

the natural heart and lungs for short peri-

ods; it turned out that he could not be

dissuaded from his goal by the indif-

ference, ridicule, or scoffing of his surgi-

c;il colleagues. [It is import;int that goal-

directed, mission-oriented science ad-

ministrators know that Gibbon spent 13

years (1934 to 1947) trying to perfect the

heart-lung machine, not for open heart

surgery, but to allow time for a surgeon

to remove an embolus blocking a pa-

tient's main pulmonary artery. It was on-

ly m 1947 or 1948, on the urging of Alfred

Blalock (of blue-baby fame) that he

switched his goal to providing an in-

strument that would permit repair of car-

diac defects {4).]

Linkage Between Steps 2 and 3

Those who would like to accelerate re-

search and its application to clinical

medicine would do well to think long and

seriously about establishing effective

linkages between steps 2 and 3 in Table

1. One can list innumerable instances in

which research in medicine was speeded

by connecting knowledge in one or more

of fi >e or si.x biological or nonbiological

sciences with a difficult problem in medi-

cine. We are today drowning in scientific

literature in all fields, and 1 think it is

tirne we do something other than publish

more and thicker journals, more and

thicker books, more and thicker review

articles. A new catchphrase is "promo'-

ing the dijfiisioii of scientific knowl-

edge." Lord help us if we can't do better

than let it dilfiisc. As I have noted e'se-

where (5), ditYusion is an intermingling of

molecules resulting from the random

movement of each. It works rapidly over

shiirt distances such as micrometers, but

t;ikes forever over long distances. Can't

we pinpoint where special new knowl-

edge should go and get it there by speciiii

delivery? The ideal instance oi' special

delivery w;is the daily inler;iction ' be-

tween brother Hrnest (the physicist) ;md

brother John (the physician) L;iwrence

th;;t allowed radioaciive isotopes lo jump
directly from the cyclotron in Berkeley

to clinic;il inveslig;iiion in Berkeley. An-

o\hcv special insi;ince of inteniction, re-

gaidetl by the participants as very ex-

citing nu)mcnls m tfieir scientific lives,

was the lunchroom ai tlie Rockefeller In-

stitute lor Medical Rese;iicf. where

great scientists m many d ^cipllnes

learned daily from infornuil t mversa-

tions oihcrs. It is to(i mu* h lo ;ir-

range this in very many cases, F-urlher,

there are wefl-recorded instancs of di-

rect suggestions, given to bioloric;ll sci-

entists by others, th;it wore ignored, al-

though if they had been inve4igated.

they would have accelerated iriportanl

discoveries by decades, ("You > an lead

a horse to water but you can't m.ake him

drink,")

1 do not have answers but I do have

questions: Is there a way of preparing in-

terdisciplinary reviews that v.'ill synthe-

size current knowledge. emphaMze im-

portant areas of ignorance, and offer

thoughtful suggestions on how lo learn

what we need to know? Can we do all

this in simple English that any scientist

in any discipline can understand, and

make these special reviews easily avail-

able to all without the necessity of sub-

scribing to 30journals? Many physical or

biological and chemical scientists do

now engage in interaction, but at this

very moment the Federated Societies are

pulling apart with biochemists meeting

separately from the other bioscientists;

the annual reviews in all branches of bio-

medical science are becoming more and

more highly specialized so that they be-

come more difficult for an outsider to

read. Even Scientific American is be-

coming more technical and more of

a struggle for "outsiders" to read. Can
this tendency to ultranarrow, micro-

specialization be slowed down or re-

versed?

The first business of the National

Academy of Sciences is a legal require-

ment—to advise the government on sci-

entific matters: should not its second

business be to tell all scientists in all

fields of impor'ant new advances in each

and how these might have important im.-

plications for their fields? The Nation-

al Academy of Sciences is an inter-

disciplinary group elected from 23

branches of science including anthropol-

ogy, astronomy, botany, chem.istry, en-

gineering, geology, geophysics, physics,

psychology, and the social, economic,

and politic;il sciences in ;iddilion to ten

bii)logical sciences. Would not its Fro-

cccditii^s serve all sciences better by

bringing them together instead of ;icting

as ;i huge rapid-publication journal for

very narrow ;ispects of two or three of

the currently popular biological sci-

ences?
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Funds for Kc.sc.u cli and IX vclopiiit iil

A new idea can help lu) one iinlo^ it

jan be tested. A new idea v\hen ^e^ted

and confirmed cannot help patients un-

less it IS carried further and, it" possible

and appropriate, brouiiht into the sphere

of clinical investi!jativ.)n and practice.

Nowadays, ail ol this—which wc call re-

search and development—requires large

sums of money—from federal agencies,

voluntary health agencies, privately

funded foundations, and institutes and

industry, to naine the main sources of

funds.

L et us consider here only the National

Institutes of Health (N'lH) and its sup-

port of basic research and clinical appli-

cation. Let us assume for the sake of this

discussion that Congress has decided to

maintain the NIH budgei at its present

purchasing povver—that is, at its present

dollar level plus allowances for overall

inflation (in salaries and usual research

supplies), plus allowances for the soaring

costs of hospitalization that increase the

price of clinical investigation year by

year, plus al;ov.anoes for purchase,

maintenance, and replacement of now-

essential, highly sophisticated, and e.\-

pensive research equipment that has re-

placed test tubes, sealing wa.x, and

smoked drams in basic research labora-

tories.

Because federal allocations of "real"'

dollars for biomedical research cannot

increase indefinitely (unless tied by for-

mula to increases in the gross national

product), a policy that stabilizes the pur-

chasing power of NIH dollars ever a long

period should solve many problems.

But one problem that it will not solve

is that something more is needed than

stabilit.v m congres>ional appropriations:

the something more is a science policy

and statement of priorities. Why? Be-

cause there are many ways of using

funds allocated by Congress to NIH and

no nile^ for the u^e of theNe funds. Let

me give a t"ew e\ample>.

1) Congress divides the total NIH bud-

get into allocations for each of its Insti-

tutes. It may also earmark a portion of an

appropr ation to an Insiiuite for a specif-

ic proje .t (such as sickle-cell anemia) or

set an uiper limit to a specific type of on-

going p ograai. These actions are in a

sense a .:ongressional statetneni of prior-

ities, bu: none carries with it more than a

l-vear c iniiniiiiiciil.

2) An Insiiiule linecioi inas divi<lc the

noneain .irkiul oi .iioiu csinclcd pari of

his annual biidgci into funds i'oy con-

tracts aiul liiiuK for research giants.

Contrac > usually pay for devciopincnt

2f> MAY -VTK

'f apparatus, eqnipincnl, or special re-

search malcriais (nuich of which indus-

try once considered to be its oblig.ilion)

but itiey may be usc(.l also to pay foi' clin-

ical trials: research grants, for the most

part, pay for research on ideas and pro-

grams initiated by individuals or by small

groups ot" scientists.

3) The Institute director and his staff

may further subdivide the funds allo-

cated for research grants into those that

support some large and expensive coop-

erative clinical trials (that clinicians in

university hospitals once regarded as a

normal obligation and responsibility) and

those tiiat suppin't basic research on nev^

ide;;s and their refinement. Policy on this

subdivision is not necessarily consistent

for the components of n single Institute

and may change yearly or seasonally.

This decision-making power may work

to the advantage of the scientist with a

new idea (our step 1 man) or it may work

against him: when Congress, the Presi-

dent, and the Office of Management and

Budget are in a mission-oriented, "let's

apply what we know" mood, it works

against him.

-i) Peer review of grant applications

also presents a problem. A large group

of nongovernmental scientist-consul-

tants constitute regular peer review

groups ("initial" review groups) that set

priorities on the grant applications that

are sent to them for evaluation. The reg-

ular peer review groups have received al-

most universal praise (in this country

and abroad) and deservedly so. But not

all applications for grants and none for

contracts go to them for review. Those

that do not are usually sent to ad hoc or

standing "special" review groups. If the

special review groups award higher prior-

ities (better scores) than do regular peer

review study sections that have different

standards, the total review system can

result in diminished support for the step

1 man with the new idea (6).

5) By law, the National .Advisory

Council to each Institute of NIM can

change the priority score of the initial re-

view group (peer review study section)

so that a disapproved grant may be paid

or an approved grant not paid, on the

basis of the Council's scientific judgment

or its assessment of "programmatic im-

portance" to the InstKule. In the ab-

sence of a national biomedical sknence

policy, this can also iliminish support for

the step I iii.m.

1 have n;\ luvn cu'ivicl loiis on llic Mip-

pm i ul lesc.ii ch veI^ll'^ lic. clnpiiicni : ot\

^upp(.)li of uni.lirectcd, baiic. riiiidaiiion-

ta! research versus applied, mission-ori

enled, goal-directed research. Il is that

a I arc important and es^enll.ll and th.it

their support should not he dlscus^ed ;is

;m either-or proposition Mut a uecision

must be matle on how niiici' i'ur iliis and

how much for th.it. and in the interest of

good, uninternip'ed research, the policy

i.lecision \hould hc^ld for a reasonably

long tejtn. ,

I believe that if we had a highly in-

telligent. ratii>nal, and logical visitor

from a pkinet in 'outer space (say Mr.

Spock of Star Trek fame, who cannot be

emotional but only logical), he would

give the highest priority to fattening the

goose thiit lays the golden eggs rather

than killing the goose in order to save the

money required to feed her.

If I had a vote in establishing a nation-

al biomedical science policy. I would

give my top priority to guaranteeing an

adequate, irreducible, undivertible sum,

in the form of long-term grants, for the

step 1 men. and give national peer re-

view groups the challenging responsibili-

ty for identifying step 1 men. How much
is adequate is a matter for careful study

and should not be an off-the-cuff deci-

sion. I would also vote that the Institute

director and staff should have adequate

funds to support (after peer review) re-

search in important areas that, in their

best judgment, has been neglected na-

tionwide -by the collective applications

for regular research grants. .And 1 would

vote that someone would have responsi-

bility for eliminating excessive dupli-

cation of research effort by the "me-

too" researchers who drain away dollars

badly needed for creative, original re-

search.

Journal Review and Reader Response

There is not miuch of a problem today

in getting a scientific article published.

Often a scientist fails to have his article

accepted by his first-choice journal, a

prestigious one which also ha,s the larg-

est appropriate audience. Often he is

maddened by orders from an editor to

"cut it in half," or to eliminate specula-

tion or suggestions for t'uture research,

or to remove what he considers essential

illustrations, or by inordinate delays in

publicatK)n after acceptance. But some
journals have been innovative in

sht)rtening publication time, in publish-

ing connoversial articles that do not

h.iv c Lin.inimoiis accept:incc of the edito-

ri;il ho. lid (often svith a caiilionarv euilo-

II. il Ul I'lC s.ime isMic). and in ci!Cour;ig-

ing rather than prohibiiiiig speculation.

Much greater problems are getting

subsciihcis (i) 10 open their journals, (ii)
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even ;i MtiLilc ,ih^ti';ici or ^mnm;\ry, ,uul

(ivi to ic.id .111 :uik!c iucll. One )ourn;il

has tested hi.)\v tjr .1 re.ider goes into il^

journal by iiisei'tinL; a t'cnnmc S5 check in

mid-|oiirnal . bui 1 do not liavc the tlata

on ho\s ni.iny ol these were ^.iiseoveicd

ani.l cashed.

Riva-Kocci. who wrote in [Wti about

his arm cufTfor measuring systolic arteri-

al blood pressure in man (7). apologized

for not having read Rabinowitz's modifi-

cation of von Basch's device until he (Ri-

va-Rocci) had completed his work, and

asked that his readers forgive him "on

the score of the vastness and diffusion of

the current literature on any given sub-

ject." Multiply that vastness b) 1000 or

10.(.X)0 and you will see the mosl critical

problem today in translation of results of

research into clinical investig.ation and

clinical practice, and the area in which

investigators and physicians alike need

most im.aginative and effective help. I am
convinced that scientists would learn

more by speaking less, by participating

in fewer symposia, by writing less, by

traveling less—;/ they devoted time so

saved to intensive reading of what others

are doing: but reading is less glamorous

and less ego-satisfying and not deduct-

ible from income ta.xes. (Earlier, I have

given suggestions for helping the scien-

tist learn of advances in a variety of sci-

ences.)

From the Laboratory to the Clinic

Occasionally the same man produced

or purified a new dpjg and was also the

first to use it clinically (Florey and

Chain, penicillin; Banting and Best, in-

sulin: Withering, digitalis): no inter-

_action or transfer from laboratory to clin-

ic was involved. Occasionally a clinical

investigator was constantly in the wings,

fully prepared to test a promising new

compound developed in a basic science

laboratory (Feldman and Piinshaw were

at work testii';g streptomycin in mice

with experimentally produced tubercu-

losis within a .month or two iifier pub-

lication of Waksman's first preliminary

report on their new antibiotic agent).

Very often the same man who con-

structed new equipment was also the

first to use it clinically (Zoll, the defi-

brillator and cardiac pacemaker; Gib-

bon, the pump oxygencitor: Drinker, the

body respirator); again, no inleniction or

translation was involved.

1 know of no complete study of how
many clinically useful (.irugs (i) origi-

nated in nonprofit research labi>ratories

and were then purilicii, put into proper
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ioriti. .111(1 maiki lcd ny |~li.ii iii.iccnl ic;il

companies, as opposed \o dnius lhal (li)

ui:giiM!ci.l 111 re sen ch lahoraloncs of the

pli.ii iii.iCLUlical l.uHH aloi ics, 'v'.i.ic then

tested by clinical invest i;':;tors clse-

uliciw aiul '.vcic tiiiallv [U.ir!.clci.l by Ihe

coinp.iiu vuuisc si.ill iiiUi.illy i.liscov-

cicd, piiiiltcd, or s\nihcsi/iHl them. In

our study of kev advances necessary for

modern treatment of cardiovascular-pul-

monary i.lise;ises (2). we found that in-

dustry had a remarkably good record in

supporting basic chemical and pharma-

cological studies that led to clinically im-

portant drugs; about half of .''O such

drugs came entirely from the efforts of

scientists in industry (for instance, oral

diuretics, sulfanilamide, numerous anti-

biotics, propranolol). The dmg industry

has also had a good record in supporting

basic research of not-for-profit groups, in

supporting clinical investigations of new
dnjgs. and in supplying nonprofit groups

with countless modifications of a parent

compound in the hope that one might be

clinically useful.

Dealt with elsewhere in this issue are

the ethical and moral considerations that

a clinical investigator faces when he first

uses a new drug in volunteers or pa-

tients, the requirements of the Food and

Drug .Adm.inistration that m.ust be met

before it approves a drag for use general-

ly by physicians, and the necessary

delays involved in compliance with

these. The e.xemption from regulation of

new surgical procedures, or modifica-

tions of old ones, is another matter that I

will not discuss, although it is an impor-

tant issue.

In our study, the record of manufac-

turers of equipment and apparatus was

not an impressive one. Of 65 new types

of equipment needed for advances in car-

diovascular-pulmonary medicine and

surgery, the basic principles, prototype,

and early modifications came from uni-

versity or other nonindustrial laborato-

ries in 55 cases; only ten came from ini-

tial research and development in indus-

tries' own laboratories. Lags of at least

several years occurred before private in-

dustry decided to produce items of

equipment that had been generated in

not-for-profit laboratories and make

them widely available. On the other

hand, when the president of a company

took a personal interest in developing a

new product (for instance, IBM's Wat-

son and Gibbon's pump oxygenrjlor),

progress was rapid.

It appears that the nonpharmaceulical

industries are not well prepared to judge

tiie [JiMcnlial value of new biomedical in-

stnimeiits and apparatus or prefer not to

l?ecomc involved unlil satistV.ctury sales

and piohts .uc .ismucJ. 'u hi>i!-. lio^ to

shinlen dclavs caused try ntdrrs ry's cau-

tion Is a complex piohlem v\iiich h.is

been the subject ol seveial siiu les.

Ci>iitinnii)f; luiucalion dDMiv sici; ns

Few medical students, interns, or resi-

dents receive formal training in critical

eviiluation of medical literature, yet they

are expected to continue their i. wn edu-

cation for their professional lifetime.

There is no dearth of medical journals

that publish new scientific work in medi-

cine and surgery and there is cer ainly no

lack of attractive advertising designed to

intri.xluce to physicians the uses and ad-

vantages of new drugs and procedures.

What physicians need more of is easy-to-

read, short, authoritative articles giving

the best medical judgment on the value

and limitations of new scientific work.

Medical magazines supported by adver-

tising rather than by subscription fees

were the first to recognize this need and

fill it. Some of the more prestigious medi-

cal journals have recently begun to eval-

uate new reports critically and to publish

side by side both aspects of controversial

issues.

I believe that periodic reaccreditation

of practicing physicians presents the best

hope of solving the "keeping-up-to-

date" problem. It is obviously going to

create a huge new industry. If it does its

job well, it will have some advantages

over journal scanning. First, continuing

education will challenge existing teach-

ers in universities and the new industry

that deals with learning techniques to de-

vise ways of presenting medical science

clearly and succinctly to busy practition-

ers. Second, in many instances, it will

bring the faculty and "students" into di-

rect contact and so permit immediate

clarification of difficult presentations.

Third, it will bring unusual clinical prob-

lems of practicing physicians to the at-

tention of faculty trained in clinical in-

vestigation and ihis can direct the atten-

tion of the latter to matters that merit se-

rious investigation. (The burgeoning new
industry of medical information systems

is discussed elsewhere in this issue.)

Puhlic Acceptance and Responsibility

Many of the public are or want to be

well informed on medical matters, but

few are prepared to cope with medical

jargon or with completely contnulictory

opinions from two "highly authorita-

tive" physicians or Ncienlists. Thej.irgi)n

problem can be solved only by editors
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with siipoi soHMtivc' jarj-ion dctcctoi s

conipictc auihoiitv to climiii.ilc j.iiguii

aiiJ gohbicilci-'jok fioin uiiiicti m
spoken ni.iiorial uiicxicii to the lay pub-

lic. 1 Ho pronkrn of cofitiovoisv. and

what to do wlicii authoiitics di^agIcc

must be presented squarely to the public,

and the public must learn that medical

scientists believe that certain things are

currently "for sure." that they are pres-

ently in disagreement on others, and that

they have at the moment little secure

knowledge on still others.

The public also deserves to be told the

diflerence between factors that directly

and with certainty cause lor prevent) dis-

ease, and risk factors that do not cause

disease with certainty but do increase

the risk that a disease will occur or be-

come more severe. Then the public also

deserves to be fully informed about

causative factors and risk factors and (i)

w hat the chances are I such as 9 in 10, 1

in 10, 1 in 1000, I in 1,000.000) that con-

tinuing to take the nsk will result in ear-

lier death or disability, and (ii) what the

chances are that following a prescribed

program will prevent disease, prolong

life, and improve the quality of life.

The statement has otter, been made-

that more than 20 million people in this

country have hypertension, that half of

these do not know they have it. and that

half of tho^e who know they have it are

inadequately treated, often because pa-

tients elect to discontinue treatment. Be-

cause hypertension by itselt may pro-

duce no symptoms if mild and of recent

iHigin. Init iiicrca .OS the risk that the in-

'ividual will .'.cqiiiic ciiionary artery dis-

1 ise or stroke, the National Heart and

Lung Institute has conducted a Hyper-

tension Iniormation and l',i.kication pro-

gram lor several years. Its goal is to iden-

tify the H) million individuals who are be-

lieved to have hypertension but do not

know it. and to inform all of the 20 mil-

lion with hypertension of the availability

of drug treatment.

Considerable criticism has been di-

rected against the public for not seeking

diagnosis or. once a diagnosis has been

made, for not following a recommended
drug or dietary regime. It appears that

we are approaching a national debate

over compulsory diagnosis, treatment,

and prevention of noncommunicable dis-

eases (to eliminate hospital costs and

unemployment caused by preveiitaiiie or

treatable illness) versus the right of an in-

dividual to know the risk factors in-

volved and then be free to decide wheth-

er he prefers the treatment to the risk in
'

no treatment. The historical point of

view teaches us that much of what we
once knew "for sure" was later dis-

proved and suggests that some of what

we now know "for sure" will one day be

proved wrong (such as. regular e.xercise

prolongs life, cancer of the bowel is

caused by the food we put in it). It also

suggests that in the long run a well-edu-

cated, well-informed citizenry will more

often than not make the r'ght decison.

With physician education and public

education going hand in hand, issues

sucli as thai discussed above may well be

s'.'ived without liist lefK'aling the mis-

t.ike o( the piulii'iition aiiieridinent

(which made one medical risk f.icior ille-

gal but sliil av.iila|ilc at a |irice).
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h- A 12-memher tc.im, headed by R. Kirsch',;ein.

retently currieu out a comprehensive evalii.iliod

of the peer review system for evaluating NIH
rcsea.'ch irart .ippKcalioiis . !l -va.s completed in

Janu.iry 1977. and on S Febniary 1978 the NIH
diieclor issued his di'cisions based on the

Kirschstein repon. He approved 42 of their rec-

ommendations. .Amop£ these *ere; "Special ef-

foils .must be made by reviewers and staff to

identitV unique or unorthodox research. The
need to be alen to unique ideas should be
stressed in the onentation of new members of

initial review groups and councils and in the

Guide for new members. . . The responsible

officials and staffs of ;he vanous initial review
groups or .Advisory Councils/Boards [shall] hold
annual onentation sessions for their new mem-
bers in order to place peer review in perspective

and to inform reviewers of their functions,

duties and responsibilities. . . The peer review
system must remain alert to innovation. . . .

Training curricula [shall] be developed by NIH
for e.xiramural program and review staff in order
to provide orientation and to refresh and reiter-

ate pnnciples concerning the philosoohy, objec-
tives, and procedures for peer review. . . . Ini-

tial Review Groups [shall] be requested to iden-

tify applications ihey consider to be especially

creative or innovative."
7. S. Riva-Rocci, Gazz. Med. hal. Torino 47, 981

(18961, ibid., p. 1001.

Sursic^Hjinovation and Its Evaiuation

unker, D. Hinklev, W. V. McDermotX

Many observers have called attention

to the inco isistency of controls and regu-

lations gov :rn!ng the introduction of new
therapit-s n the United States (/, 2).

New drug> are introduced in a manner
conformint to strict federal regukitions
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according 'o careful experimental
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to suggest solutions for problems found,

we have reviewed the process by which
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troduced and evaluated. Three of'^he

tour were subjected to ran(Joij*#ed clini-

cal trials (RCT's), buu^*ff'fafter the pas-

sage of much tim^^ffTu many procedures,

and it was,<a(fpparent that earlier trials

wouliMffive speeded the process of eval-

in each case. .Shortcomings in the

evaluation process also included lack of

systematic and comprehensive collec-

tion and reporting of clinical experience,

liarly clinical surveillance could h.ive fa-

cilitated tlie design and early implemen-

tation of l^CT's when necessary. Of
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PETER BARTON HUTT

Public Criticism of Health Science Policy

Public criticism of science and consequent attempts by the government to

impose control over scientific inquiry are not recent phenomena. It is doubtful

that scientific inquiry has ever been truly unfettered, or that any responsible

scientist would argue for such anarchy.

It is likely, indeed, that scientists today enjoy greater freedom of inquiry

than ever before in history, in terms of both public support through use of tax

funds and reasonableness of government restriction.

Public criticism of current health science policy has not sprung full-blown

upon an unsuspecting scientific enterprise. It began years ago, and has steadily

increased in intensity. Perhaps because of its extraordinary success in attracting

sustained congressional support for health science research during the past few-

decades, the scientific community has paid little attention to this growing criti-

cism. Even when given the opportunity or mandate to analyze and rebut this

criticism—for example, when Congress established the President's Biomedical

Research Panel to review and assess national biomedical and behavioral research

conducted and supported under federal funds—the scientific community has

not dealt with it directly, and in some instances has ignored it completely.

Some of the criticism amounts, of course, to little more than rhetoric and

hyperbole. Scoffing at even this type of criticism, without patient and objective

analysis and a mustering of all available information to refute it, is a very dan-

gerous mistake. Even the most absurd accusations, when repeated time and

again without refutation, can gather a following and momentum that defy com-

mon sense.

Lawyers are trained to pay little or no attention to those who agree with

them, and instead to concentrate on answering the arguments of their adver-

saries. The scientific community has regrettably given the impression that there

are in fact no convincing answers to be given, because it has failed to meet the

criticism of current health science policy head on, to debate it publicly, to con-

cede those points where criticism is valid, to present a sound rcbuttLl where

criticism is demonstrably unwarranted, to admit where further inquiry and in-

formation are needed to determine the validity of criticism and then to set up

methods of gathering the needed information, and to pursue these issues in

every public forum available.

In the scientific arena, the scientist is accustomed to setting up hypotheses,

testing them with experimentation, declining to offer conjecture until adequate
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data are available to support or refute the hypotheses, and even then hmiting his

observations to those things that are objectively proved and waiting for new
hypotheses and investigations before again venturing to suggest additional con-

clusions. In the public policy arena, in contrast, he is reluctant to engage in any

disputation and indeed feels extremely uncomfortable about participating in

any debate at all, he remains silent or relies upon conjecture and appeal to

emotions rather than attempts at objective analysis, and he is affronted and

bewildered when an uncomprehending public rejects what he believes to be

self-evident propositions of sound science policy.

Scientists, if they are to be credible and, more important, if they are to be

effective in maintaining the extraordinary le\ el of freedom of scientific inquiry

that exists today, must begin to apply more rigorously in the public policy arena

the same principles of investigation and proof that have worked so well in the

field of science itself. The scientific community cannot afford to permit criticism

to continue unrebutted until it is accepted by the general public as undisputed

statements of fact.

The first step in the process of rebuttal is to catalog the public criticism of

health science policy in this country so that it can be analyzed and subjected to

proof or refutation. The remainder of this paper constitutes an attempt simply

to do this. The catalog is culled from a wide variety of sources, including; hear-

ings and reports of Congress, reports of government agencies, and speeches and

position papers prepared by individual scientists and nonscientists and pub-

lished or summarized in journals, magazines, and newspapers. It is not arranged

in any order of priority, and is undoubtedly incomplete. However, it contains

sufficient challenge to occupy the scientific community for some time to come.

Some of the criticism may seem totally unjustified and even purposely of-

fensive. No attempt has been made either to embellish existing criticism or to

tone it down; it is simply set forth in the terms in which it is often heard in

public policy debate. .Many of these issues are emotionally charged, and virtual-

ly all are advanced by supporters who believe fervently in the logic and right-

eousness of their position. The scientific community cannot afford to take

offense regardless how it may resent the tone and innuendos, or even the nasty

accusations, that some of this criticism entails.

Finally, it is important to emphasize that this catalog does not represent my
own views or those of any other particular individual despite the direct declar-

ative mood of the sentences in which it is written. It is intended to present a list

of public criticism, not to debate the merits of the issues involved.

/. Health Science Research Is Not Presently Designed to Help the Public

Which Paysfor It

A. Appropriations for health science research funds must be justified in terms of de-

monstrable and imtnediate public health benefits rather than in terms of vague promises

and hopes that, in time, basic research will provide solutions to all health problems. The
public has been deluded too long with promises that all human disease can be

prevented, controlled, or cured, if only more and more public funds are poured

into health science research. Tax money is becoming scarcer and scarcer each

year, and only those research projects that promise a tangible public benefit in

the very near future should be regarded as worthy of federal funding.
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B. Little research is done to develop a national research policy attuned to public needs.

There have been only a very few pubHshed papers analyzing how health science

research priorities should be established. Significant federal funding should be

devoted to determining an appropriate strategy for setting such priorities, com-

municating them to the research community, encouraging research into impor-

tant areas of national need, coordinating research on questions of major public

significance, and ass iring rapid technology transfer so that the public will re-

ceive maximum benefit.

C. There is no attempt to set research priorities on the basis of the projected benefit to

the public of reducing the public burden of illness. The objective of federal funding of

health science research should be to eliminate or alleviate the morbidity and

mortality associated with those health problems that have the greatest impact on

the public. The federal funding agencies should establish a method of pinpoint-

ing those health problems which impose the greatest burden on the public,

determine the research priorities which have the greatest potential for affecting

those problems, and then fund those research proposals which directly address

those priorities. Scientists would remain free to pursue whatever other inter-

ests they may have using nonfederal funds, but scientific information that has no

potential impact on public health is of little value to the public and should not be

funded by federal agencies.

D. The free enterpr ise market mechanism represents the best model for assuring that

the right kind of bealtj science research is undertaken. It is in the best interests of

private industry to determine where the greatest burden of illness falls on the

public and to devote research e.xpenditures to those areas, since they represent

the greatest potential market and thus the greatest potential source for profit.

This is the classic exainple of the free market working in the best interest of the

public. Federal funding should either be subjected to the same principles or

should be discontinued.

E. Research priorities should not be determined by the interests of researchers. Under

present federal policy, research grants are awarded on the basis of research

proposals submitted on the initiative of the individual researcher. Accordingly,

it is the interests and priorities of researchers which largely control the nature of

health science research undertaken through federal funding.

Those health science issues that are of primary importance to the nation,

rather than those that are of primary interest to researchers, should receive

targeted federal funding. Federal agencies should determine the most important

health needs facing the country and then fund only those projects which are

directed towards meeting those needs. Allowing researchers to follow their own
interests is far less likely to bring results that truly reflect national health prior-

ities.

F. Research projects should not be directed to abstract and artificial issues that bear

little or no relation to possible health benefits to the public. Without doubt, there are

many possible research topics that could be of intellectual and academic inter-

est. But federal funds, which will be increasingly scarce in the future, should be

used to support only those health science research projects that have the greatest

potentiah for improving the public health.

G. Research priorities should not be allowed to be influenced by the need a researcher

feels to pursue the "latest'" issues in order to keep up ziuth his peers. It is true that every

individual is subject to peer group pressure, and that everyone wants to feel
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that he is part of the most interesting new developments in his chosen occupa-

tion. That is no excuse, however, for usint; federal funds to accommodate a

researcher's own personal ambitions. Federal funds should be used only for the

most promising health research needs, and only where there is not already an

adequate number of qualified researchers pursuing the matter.

H. Research priorities should nor be allov:ed to be lajiiienced by traditional academic

views ahoi4t important research issues. Some scientific fields are regarded by the

academic community as important intellectual challenges, and others are re-

garded as the backwaters of scientific inquiry. i\cademic leaders routinely ad-

vise their brightest proteges on the areas to pursue and those to avoid, for a

successful academic career. The academic view of the relative significance of

research subjects often bears little or no relationship to the actual health benefits

that might be obtained from them. The policies that guide federal funding of

health science research should be determined solely by the potential for public

benefit rather than intellectual stimulation and academic honor. Targeted fund-

ing will do much to assure that barriers to important research on neglected areas

are overcome.

I. The academic emphasis on ''publish or perish'' leads a researcher to waste great

amounts of time on trivial papers designed primarily to lengthen his curriculum vitae.

Anyone who has ever read the lengthy list of publications that routinely accom-

panies a research scientist's curriculum vitae inevitably wonders how many of

those papers have real significance, and how many were pursued in order to

assure academic tenure. The honest scientist will admit that his important and

productive papers are few in number.

The proliferation of scientific publications threatens to drown the scientific

community in a flood of useless information. Reducing the number of scientific

journals and limiting their contents to reports of truly significant experiments

would not only improve the ability of scientists to keep abreast of significant

developments but would also do much to discourage unnecessary experiments

that are unlikely to be of any public benefit.

J. Federalfunding of research should be based on the merit of the proposal, not on the

reputation of the researcher and the institution. Not every idea that comes from an

elite institution or a well-known researcher merits support. Proposals should be

reviewed initially with names of both the individuals and the institutions in-

volved omitted so that the actual research proposal can be considered and rated

on its own merit in relation to public health priorities apart from those other

factors. The ability of the researcher and the facilities of the institution can then

later be taken into account separately. This will permit more objective evalua-

tion of research proposals.

K. Most research is improperly directed toward obtaining a greater knowledge of

scientific issues rather than toward rapid application of research information to solve im-

mediate and pressing public health problems. This country presently has an

enormous wealth of basic health science information that could either immedi-

ately or in the near future be put to use to alleviate a great many public health

problems. Too often basic scientific research has been conducted as an end in

itself, with the result that the practical aspects that could be of great benefit to

the public have been obscured or lost.
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Federal research institutions currently have little or no interest in applied

research as contrasted with basic research. Scientific reoutations, academic ten-

ure, and Nobel prizes depend upon the latter, not the former. The federal gov-

ernment must therefore either reorient the basic structure and mandate of its

research institutions, or develop new institutions that will fill the current gap

and shorten the time between discovery and practical application. It is essential

that a major portion of the funds currently directed toward basic research be

diverted instead to assuring rapid "technology transfer" to meet the nation's

health needs. The public should be spending its funds not for scientific informa-

tion, but for the ultimate public health benefits that will result from it.

L. The total lack of coordination on research policy tvithin the federal goi-ernment

results both in duplication of ivork under federal funds and in promising leads falling

through the cracks. There is no central repository for information on health sci-

ence research being undertaken or funded by the federal government. Federal

research agencies frequently have no information on what other researchers in-

side or outside the go\ernment are doing. A central coordinating function to

disseminate information on current research is badly needed.

Rapid dissemination of information about research projects is impeded by

the highly competitive and secretive nature of academic health science research.

To the extent that federal funds are used in conducting research, any form of

secrecy is wholly unjustified and should be forbidden.

M. Researchers are more interested in the stability and continuity of researchfunding

than in the relevance of their v:ork to the public health and "xelfare. Scientists contin-

ually complain that, if they cannot depend upon a stable and continuous source

of federal funding, their work will be seriously impeded.

Long-term research projects in the federal government, and grants to out-

side researchers, provide at least a short-term stability that is the envy of man)'

others in society who must be concerned about their economic welfare on a

daily basis. Business and individuals can suffer severely by wholly unforeseen

circumstances in the marketplace. Privatelv funded research conducted by in-

dustry or through other private funds is therefore constantly at the mercy of

both the national economy and specific economic forces that may affect a partic-

ular industry, company, or individual.

It is undoubtedly important that health science research not be interrupted

or impeded unnecessarily. But researchers have no greater right to economic

stability, or to continued use of public funds, than any other citizens. They

must therefore learn to cope with the same economic uncertainties and impon-

derables as the rest of society. The federal government should not hesitate to

reduce the amount of funding in health science research proportionately when-

ever the country must reduce its other economic expenditures.

N. Special interest groups have too often exaggerated the importance of particular

health problems through adroit lobbying, resulting in inappropriate research priorities.

The "disease of the month" approach, although in disrepute, is still not thor-

oughly discredited. Special appeals are frequently made to the government to

give inordinate recognition to a particular health problcmi without any attempt

at an objective determination of its prioritv among all public health problems.

Federal agencies should ignore any special appeal that fails to show its relation-
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ship to the overall public burden of illness in this country, based upon objective

factual determinations.

O. Little research is directed tuzvard substantiating the contribution ofnew drugs and

medical devices to iniprove?nent of the public health and they are therefore approved with-

out adequate assurance ofpublic benefit. The Food and Drug Administration is re-

quired by law to assure the safety and effectiveness of drugs and medical

devices, but not to assess their impact on health care as a whole or on the quality

of life. Too little attention has been paid to resulting increases in the cost of

medical care and the loss of human dignity accompanied by use of such mea-

sures as life support systems that maintain human life for no reasonable pur-

pose.

These are not areas of research that represent the cutting edge of health

science knowledge. They are relatively mundane and are unlikely to attract

significant scientific analysis without the impetus of targeted federal funding.

Federal agencies should therefore divert funds from basic research fields that are

well-covered and will attract major investigation to areas of this nature which

have an enormous impact on every citizen but are unlikely to receive substantial

scientific attention without the inducement of federal funding.

P. Little research is directed towards substantiating the contribution of medical proce-

dures io improvement of the public health and they are therefore adopted without adequate

assurance ofpublic benefit. Physicians and other health professionals are authorized

by law to engige in any form of medical procedure that they believe acceptable.

The only present means of controlling unacceptable medical practice—malprac-

tice litigation and revocation of the license to practice medicine—have had little

effect in reducing unethical, ineffective, unsafe, and costly medical procedures.

It seems doubtful that the m.edical profession can itself adopt an effective

scheme of medical procedure assessment. Accordingly, the federal government

should fund research designed to result in a systematic assessment of both cur-

rent medical procedures and future medical procedures as they come into use.

Q. Little research is directed toward ascertaining, much less reducing, the cost of

health care to the public. Although Congf^ess and the public are most concerned

about the rapid escalation of health care costs, health services research is under-

funded, the subject of little interest. Without substantial federal support of this

type of applied research—at the expense of basic health science research, if

necessary—the country will reach a crisis on health care costs that will dwarf all

other health science issues and could result in major reductions in federal spend-

ing for basic health science research.

The cost of health care is not presently the concern of any federal research or

regulatory agency. Health science research has left this area to economists and

policy-makers without adequate thought of its impact on the public. Federal

agencies should make certain that in the future cost considerations are taken into

account in basic health science research to the same extent that they must be

reflected in the policy options available to the health care system as a whole.

R. Little research is directed to issues of life style and behavior that have by far the

greatest impact on public morbtdity and mortality. Even the most obscure disease,

which affects only a handful of individuals, receives greater research attention

than do the most widespread and important aspects of personal life style and

behavior that affect an individual's health. The public health consequences of

diet, exercise, sleep, and our other daily habits have long escaped the interest of
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health science research. Yet the only realistic way of affecting manv of the

health problems that plague our society is by changing these and other personal

habits, and thus the entire way that we live. Federal funding must make certain

that health science research focuses strongly on these issues.

S. Little research is directed tozi-urd ascertaining and removing the environtneiital

contaminants and conditions that contribute significantly to human disease. Some re-

searchers have contended that up to 90 percent of all cancer can be attributed to

"environmental" causes. We know e.xtremelv little about these causes, and very

little health science research today is directed toward them. It is imperative that

major research be undertaken to determine the environmental causes of cancer,

to reduce those causes wherever possible, and to provide accurate information

to the public on the basis of which individuals can make their personal choices

that could significantly affect their chances of avoiding cancer.

T. Little research is directed simply tov:ard improving the quality of life in large

populations whose basic condition cannot be changed (e.g., the aged and the infirm).

Regardless how much the fields of science progress in the foreseeable future,

one cannot anticipate that the aging process will be halted or reversed. Since

this gradual deterioration is one condition which no one can avoid, the federal

government should place major emphasis on research designed to improve the

quality of life as ".ging occurs. Much of this research will undoubtedly fail with-

in the area of health services research, but a great deal will also fall within the

behavioral sciences and some in the biom.edical sciences.

U. Basic resea.''ch has made only a minor contribution to the improvement ofpublic

health in the past nnd is not likely to lead to major improvements in the future. Recent

information has shown that morbidity and mortality have substantially de-

creased because of such general factors as genetic selection, improved nutrition,

hygienic engineering, and an overall improvement in basic societal conditions,

rather than as a result of increased scientific information attributed to health

science research. Further improvements in the future are likelv to come from

similar societal sources. Federal funding of health 3cience research should there-

fore be reduced substantially or eliminated, and these funds should in the future

be devoted instead to reducing poverty, the main source of health problems in

this country.

//. The Public Should Have Greater Control Over, and Protection From,

Health Science Research

A. Health science researchers have no constitutional, legal, or moral right to federal

funds. The use of ta.x money for health science research is solely within the

discretion of the general public. Accordingly, the public may attach any condi-

tions that it wishes to the use of federal funds for health science research, and

may change those conditions or reduce or eliminate such finding at any time for

any reason it believes to be sufficient. Once a health science researcher agrees to

accept federal funds, he also agrees to accept, and to abide by, whatever re-

quirements and conditions are attached to those funds no matter how ill-advised

or arbitrary they may seem.

B. The role of scientists should be limited to conducting the type of research that the

public concludes to be relevant to its needs (like the role ofgenerals in conducting wars).

The public is not interested in funding health science research that is merely of
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academic and intellectual significance. It wants research that is conducted with

its money to be of direct and immediate importance in alleviating the nation's

serious health problems. x\ccordingly, the lay public should have the con-

trolling voice in determining what type of health science research should be

undertaken. Scientists must then pursue those general areas of interest if they

choose to use federal funds to support their research.

This does not mean that scientists in general would be restricted in their

freedom of inquiry. Any scientist should be free to conduct, with his own or

other private funds, any type of health science research that interests him (as

long as it does not pose a danger to the public).

C. Freedom of scieritific inquiry exists only with respect to thought, not ivith respect

to any investigation or action that may affect any person. Any aspect of scientific

inquiry that extends beyond pure thought and writing is therefore fully subject

to public regulation and control to prevent potential harm. In this respect, aca-

demic research, whether basic or applied, stands on no different footing than

commercial research.

D. Researchers attach too little importance to the protection and the privacy of hu-

man subjects. E.xamples of unethical human experimentation have been docu-

mented in both the scientific literature and congressional hearings. It is

therefore apparent that regulatory control mechanisms must be established to

protect the public from unethical and improper health science research and to

assure that the privacy of those individuals who participate as subjects of such

research is securely protected.

E. The public must be protectedfrom medical procedures v:hich are of unproven safety

and effectiveness. Federal regulation of human experimentation with medical prac-

tice and procedures is as important as federal regulation of human experimenta-

tion with investigational drugs and medical devices. New laws must be enacted

to assure appropriate public control of existing medical procedures whose uses

have never been adequately supported and any new medical procedures that

may be considered in the future.

F. Even basic nonclinical research today is involving work that threatens the health

of laboratory workers and the general public and therefore requires new governmental

controls. To the extent that basic research in health science may pose dangers to

laboratory workers or the public, either directly or indirectly, it should be sub-

jected to appropriate public control through, federal regulatory mechanisms.

G. The present peer review procedure is nothing short ofan ''old boy" system designed

to perpetuate established ideas and institutions and to resist innovations that challenge,

accepted procedures. Public participation is essential in the determination of which

research proposals have the greatest potential for meeting public health needs.

Younger scientists, and those who represent less-established concepts, should

also be included in the process. Peer review should become a truly open and

public mechanism for determining which proposals better suit national needs,

rather than the closed and academic exercise that presently exists.

H. The present peer review system permits review committee members to make

awards- to each others institutions while pretending to avoid conflicts of interest. It is

simply insufficient for peer review committee members to absent themselves

from a meeting where a grant to their institution is considered. Steps must be

taken that will preclude the type of continuous conflict of interest that arises
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today. Individuals must be found to serve on peer review committees who have

no direct or indirect interest in the outcome of the deliberations of those com-

mittees.

I. The secret meetings of a review committee, where a scientist who has applied for a

grant is discussed without his being present and the grant can be denied without the

deciding factors being revealed, is undemocratic and denies due process of law. At the

very minimum, any person who is applying for a grant should be permitted to

attend any meeting, and to obtain any memoranda and correspondence review-

ing that grant application, Criticism both of an individual's ability and of the

merits of a research proposal should be made in front of the individual involved,

and the individual should be given an opportunity to respond.

The present method of holding secret meetings, without the applicant being

present, allows these important matters to be decided on the basis of conjecture,

unsubstantiated opinion, and misinformation. Fundamental principles of fair-

ness require that the applicant be permitted to correct any misimpressions or

misinformation that may arise.

The failure of the National Institutes of Health to open up review com-

mittee meetings to closer public scrutiny makes it look as though the scientific

establishment is trying to hide things. Only by allowing the public to know

what is taking place in these meetings can the rights of the individual applicants

and the broader interests of the public be protected.

///. Federal Funding ofTrainiy:gfor Health Science Research Is an

Inappropriate Use ofTax Funds

A. Many graduate students trained with federal funds have available sufficient pri-

vate funds to support their training. Ax. present, federal funds for research training

are awarded solely on the basis of the ability of the individual, regardless wheth-

er that individual has available other funds that could be used to finance that

training. The richest and the poorest receive the same amount of money.

Students often have parents who have supported them through college and

spouses who can work, or they have access to private sources of funds, such as

savings accounts, trusts, insurance policies with cash value. Moreover, there is

no rationale for different criteria for financial assistance at the graduate level

than at the undergraduate level, where scholarship funds are almost always

awarded on the basis of demonstrated financial need.

B. Many researchers trained with federalfunds subsequently earn incomes that make

it reasonable to require them to bear the costs of their own training. Scientists are not

notoriously underpaid. Many rise to high positions in government and in indus-

try. Those who perform particularly useful functions for society receive ample

financial reward. Those whose contributions to society are small should not

receive any greater financial reward than those contributions justify.

Accordingly, all researchers, including these in financial need, should bear

the cost of their own training. This can be done through a wide variety of

mechanisms, such as ordinary bank loans or by the traditional American way of

paying for their education by working nights and weekends. People who do not

have the drive to work their way through school one way or another probably

do not have drive needed to make a good research scientist anyway.
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C. There is no greater jtistijication for federal training of health science researchers

than there is for federal training of lawyers, architects, or clerical personnel. Recruit-

ment of able personnel in other occupations is as important to national goals as

recruitment of able personnel to work in health science research. The structural

soundness of buildings and the fairness of our laws are just as important to

society as the maintenance of health.

Professionals in occupations other than health science research are routinely

required to support their own training at the graduate as well as the under-

graduate level, e.xcept for cases of financial need. A democracy cannot coun-

tenance an inequitable system under which special federal subsidies are given to

graduate students in health science research while graduate students in many
other equally important professions not only have no possibility of obtaining the

same benefits but indeed must pay taxes to support those other graduate stu-

dents.

D. Federal support of health science research projects provides indirect federalfunding

of research training and thus is sufficient to continue to attract qualifiea researchers zi'ith-

out additionalfunds specificallyfor research training. Because the federal government

spends billions of dollars each year on all aspects of health science research,

large numbers of people have been, and will continue to be, employed in the

conduct of that research throughout the country. Because such research grants

and contracts indirectly provide training support for the younger research per-

sonnel working on those projects, additional federal funding of health science

research training is unnecessary and should be discontinued.

E. Those iustitutions ii-hich have lost federal trainingfu 'idsfor health science research

in the past fe-'j: years have found alternative sources offunds. The federal go\'ernment

is not the sole source of money for research training. State funds, money from

private foundations and industry, and, perhaps most important, the tuition paid

by students, are alternative sources for financing research training.

A number of educational institutions have lost federal research training

funds in the past few years, without significant diminution of their research

training efforts. Accordingly, there can be no justification for continuing similar

federal funding in other institutions.

F. There is no correlation between the quality of training given to a research student

and the source offundingfor that training. Those research students who work their

way through school, as many have done in the past and continue to do, will get

the same education as those who receive federal funding. Indeed, it is highly

likely that they will come out far better people for the experience, because they

are obviously much more highly motivated than those who lead a softer life on a

government stipend. Those who are willing to make sacrifices for their educa-

tion are showing the type of dedication to science that was once the hallmark of

health science research and has been undermined by 'the ready availability of

federal funds.

As long as training remains available for anyone who is willing to make the

sacrifices to pay for it, those people who are most attracted to health science

research will find a way to raise the necessary funds, and those who would just

be coming along for a free ride because it costs them nothing will properlv be

discouraged from doing so. Discouraging hangers-on will have the additional

benefit of freeing senior research scientists from unproductive administrative

functions and returning them to useful work in research.
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G. There is no correlation between the quantity or quality of research product by an

individual and the source offunding for his research training. Not all of the nation's

most illustrious health science researchers were trained with federal funds. No
data exists to show that people who have been trained by federal funds, as

contrasted with state or private funds, have a greater research output or have

advanced the public health to a greater extent.

Training grants and fellowships have uniformly been awarded to the highest

quality personnel. One would therefore expect that those high quality person-

nel—regardless whether they are trained with federal or with state or private

funds—might, on the average, ultimately make a greater contribution to the

public welfare. All that any such data might show is that, in fact, highly quali-

fied people have been chosen for training in health science research under feder-

al funding. It could not show that, absent those federal funds, the individuals

would have been any less productive.

H. Federal research training grants are undemocratic because they favor a feiv elite

universities and discriminate against the majority of universities mhich could use federal

funds to improve their progra?ns. Federal funding of research training programs

might possibly be justified as "seed money" to develop strong research training

programs in particular universities where other sources of funding have not

materialized in the past and the program has demonstrably suffered as a result.

This would recognize the national importance of research training without con-

tinucuslv subsidizing programs that are more properly financed through the

usual form of student tuition.

The present system, however, provides a limited number of training grants

to the very universities which presently have the strongest and best programs

and which therefore need the funds least. This policy is creating an even wider

gap between a few top research training institutions and their competitors.

Even worse, it results in a general lowering of research training standards

rather than an improvement. The best research training institutions will contin-

ue their high quality even without federal funds. Those federal funds could

therefore be put to better use in other institutions to improve the quality of their

research training programs. The net impact would be a larger number of high

quality research training programs than presently exist.

I. Significant a?nounts of research training funds are used to finance the overhead of

academic institutions and to purchase nev: equipment rather than for the research training

itself. Present regulations permit up to 25 percent of a training grant to be used

for this purpose. This only makes the richest universities even richer and fur-

ther exacerbates the disparities between those who are able to obtain such grants

and those who cannot.

J. A significant number of researchers trained underfederalfunds pursue nonresearch

careers. Whether this is because these people were simply getting a free ride and

had no serious intention of engaging in a research career, or because there are

too many people trained for the available positions and other careers must there-

fore be pursued out of economic necessity, this fact justifies immediate discon-

tinuation of all federal funding of health science research training. At a very

minimum, any person who ultimately pursues a nonresearch career should be

required to pay back the federal government the full amount of the federal funds

expended on his behalf (including any funds used by the training institution for

administration and overhead).
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K. Federalfunding has produced an oi'ersupply of trained researchers, many ofmhom

cannot find appropriate jobs. This is attributable at least in part to federal funding

of health science researchers, which attracts more poeple into the field than can

properly be absorbed.

The number of people who should be trained in health science research

depends solely upon the number of people who can be absorbed in the marker-

place. In large part, this is determined by the federal health research budget.

Since that budget is not likely to increase dramatically, and there is already an

oversupply of trained health science researchers, any possible justification for

further federal funding of health science research training is e'iminated.

It is apparent, indeed, that the artificial stimulation caused by federal fund-

ing of health science research training has, by overriding the free market mecha-

nism for manpower in this area, created a serious national problem. The current

glut of qualified health science researchers is likely to remain for some years to

come even if all federal funding of research training were to be eliminated

promptly.

Proof of the seriousness of the current problem is readily obtained from data

showing that, even with the reduction in federal funding of health science re-

search training at the predoctoral level in the past few years, the number of such

students has nonetheless been increasing. Not only does this dictate immediate

elimination ot all predoctoral health science research training support, but it

strongly suggests that other measures must be taken actively to discourage

young people from beginning a career in this area.

L. The free enterprise market mechanism is the best means of assuring that enough

(but not too many) health science researchers n'i'l be available to meet the country's needs.

Maintaining the large numbers of trained researchers for whom there are no

appropriate jobs now or in the near future on a permanent life-support system

consisting of an ever-increasing number of postdoctroal fellowships simply is

not the solution. It seems far more beneficial to them and to society, in the long

run, to let their research ambitions die so that they may go on to pursue produc-

tive careers in other endeavors. To do otherwise would be to maintain a large

cadre of highly trained and qualified health science researchers in positions of

limited productivity and satisfaction, with an ever-increasing backlog of these

people being produced every year.

In the future, therefore, federal funding of all research training should be

eliminated. There will of course be la^s between the time that the market si^-

nals a need for greater or lesser quantities of research personnel, but there is no

evidence whatever that this lag will be anywhere near as great as the gap that

has now resulted between academic supply and market demand as a result of

federal funding of research training in this area. In short, government planning

here, as in so many other places, has been shown to be utterly inadequate and

inappropriate.

Conclusion

Each of these criticisms, taken by itself, may well be insufficient to cause

significant concern in the scientific community. Taken as a whole, however,

and repeated daily throughout the country, they must be regarded very serious-
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ly and given appropriate attention before they become accepted as the basis for

future health science research policv.

The NAS Committee on a Study of National Needs for Biomedical and

Behavioral Research Personnel, established pursuant to the National Research

Service Award Act of 1974, has begun to analyze on a systematic basis the

issues raised in part III of this paper, but a great deal more work is needed

before its task is completed. No systematic review of the issues raised in parts I

and II appears to have been undertaken, although sporadic attempts to deal with

particular aspects of those issues have been made by a wide variety of organiza-

tions and individuals.

It is unlikely that Congress or the executive branch of the government will

take any action in the short run that would result in substantial change in health

science research polic}" in this country. The scientific community therefore has

an opportunity in the years ahead to pull together a complete and convincing

defense of current policy, to make changes to strengthen it where appropriate,

and to assure that freedom of scientific inquiry in this area will continue with

undiminished vigor in the future.
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June 7, 1973

Sununary of Federal Recombinant: DMA Legislat:i.on

95Lh Congress

The 95th Congress, first session, which began January A and ended
December 22, 1977, saw the introduction of 16 bills on the topic of

recombinant DNA. In addition, there were numerous proposed bills that

were debated and discarded before ever being formally introduced. Four

different Cornraittees held a total of 25 hearings or mark up sessions,
listening to nearly lOG witnesses.

Due to the intense interest in this area, no consensus was achieved and
the discussions continued in the second session, which began January 19,

1978. Between January 19 and the date of this report, June 7, the House
has held two hearings and three mark up sessions. During that time, one
Sill on this topic, H.R. 11192, the Recombinant DNA Act, sponsored by
Representatives Harley Staggers and Paul Rogers, was introduced. In the

Senate, Senator Edward Kennedy introduced his version of the Staggers-
Rogers bill as amendment 1713 to S. 1217.

Thus far the Subcommittee on Health and Scientific Affairs, chaired by
Senator Kennedy and the Subcommittee on Health and the Environment,
chaired by Representative Rogers, have exercised prim.ary jurisdiction
over legislation involving recombinant DNA issues in their respective
bodies. However, the Subcommittee on Science, Space, and Technology,
chaired by Senator Adlai Stevenson, and the Subcommittee on Science,
Research, and Technology, chaired by Representative Ray Thornton, have
held a number of oversight hearings concerning the science policy issues
involved in recombinant DNA activities and the Thornton Subcommittee,
through its parent, the Science and Technology Committee, received
sequential referral of H.R. 11192 on March. 24, 1978.

The, Commerce Committee marked up H.R. 11192 on March 14, and reported
the bill, as amended, to the House on March 24. The Science and Tech-
nology Committee, following the sequential referral of the bill to them,

marked it up on April 18 and reported the bill, as amended, to the House
on April 21. Although no date has been set, the bill may now be scheduled
for House floor action.

A substantially amended version of S. 1217, backed by Senator Kennedy,
was reported out of the Comm.ittee on Human Resources on July 22, 197 7.

However, Senator Kenned]/ later withdrew his support of the bill, and it

will not be acted upon further. Mr. -Kennedy has introduced his version
of H.R. 11192 as an amendment in the nature of a substitute for S. 1217.
In view of the June 1, 1978 letter to HEW Secretary Joseph Calif ano from
Senator Kennedy and five other Senators, it is questionable whether or
not the Senate will pass DNA legislation. The letter asks the Secretary
to re-examine existing legislative authorities, particularly Section 361,
to determine if they could ensure extension of the NIH DMA Guidelines to

everyone.
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June 7, 1978

FEDERAL DNA LEGISLATION- 9 5 TH CONGRESS
THROUGH JUNE 7, 1978

BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS

House

Bill

K. Res. 131
H.R. 3193 (Identical
H.R.

H.R.

to

H.

H.

H.

H.

H.

R.

R.

R.

R.

R.

(

(Identical
(Identical

621)

'

)

K.R.

H.R.

H.R.

3591
3592
423?
4759
484 9

5020
6158 (Administration bill)
7418
7897
11192

to

to

R. 4759)

621)

Chief Sponsor

Richard Ct tinker (D-N.Y.

)

Stephen Solar z (D-N.'

Paul Rogers (D-Fla.

)

Ottinger
Rogers

Rogers and Harley Staggers
(D-W.Va.

)

Date

1/19/77
2/7/77
2/16/77
2/16/77
3/1/77
3/9/77
3/10/77
3/14/77
4/6/77
5/24/77
6/20/77
2/28/78

Senate

621

945
1217
1217

1217

1217

(Adiuinistracion bill)
(As reported: accompanied
by Report 95-359)
(Amendment 754 in the

nature of a substitute)
(Amendment 1713 in the
nature of a substitute)

Dale Bumpers (D-Ark.)
Howard Metzenbaum (D-Ohio)
Edward Kennedy (D-Mass.)

Gaylord Nelson (D-Wisc.)

Kennedy

2/4/77
3/8/77
4/1/77
7/22/77

8/2/77

3/1/78

/





June 7, 197S

FEDEP--VL DMA LEGI3L-\TIQM-95TH CONGRESS

HEARINGS AND MARK UPS

THROUGH JUNE 7 , 1973

House '

Subconmittee on Health and the Environment.1

Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce-^

Subcommittee on Science, Research, and Technology^

Committee on Science and Technolo^y^

3/17/77
3/18/77
3/19/77
5/3/77
6/7/77
6/8/77
6/10/77
10/12/77
10/18/7 7

3/14/78
3/29/77
3/30/77
3/31/77
4/27/77
4/28/77
5/3/77
5/4/77
5/5/77
5/25/77
5/26/77
9/7/77
9/8/77
4/11/78
4/13/78
4/18/78

Senate

Subcommittee on 'Health and Scientific Research^
Comm.it tee on Human Resources-^

Subcommittee on Science, Technology, and Space"^
II II U II M It

4/6/77

6/16/7 7

11/2/77
11/8/77
11/10/77

1) Chaired by Representative Paul Rogers (D-Fla.), the Subcommittee is

part of the Interstate and Ecreign Commerce Committee which is chaired
by Representative Harley Staggers (D-w. Va

.

)

2) Chaired by Representative Ray Thornton (D-Ark.), the Subcommittee i

part of the Committee on Science and Technology which is chaired by
Representative Olin league (D-Texas)

.

3) Chaired by Senator Edw-ard Kennedy, the Subcomm.ittee is part of the
Committee on Human Resources which is chaired by Senator Harrison
Williams (D-N.J.).
4) Chaired by Senator Adlai Stevenson (D-Ill.), the Subcommittee is pa
o I bcieuce, a: ;xon





June 7, 1978

FEDERAL DNA . LEGISL.VTION-95TH CONGRSSS
THROUGH JUNE 7, 1973

Summary of Bills and Resolutions

H, Res. 131: This resolution proposes that the Secretary of HET-7 regulate
recombinant DNA activities through use of section 361 of

the PHS Act. Section 361 pertains to the prevention of

the spread of communicable disease.

This bill would require the Secretary of HEW to regulate
recombinant DNA research. A license for each project,
issued by the Secretary, would be mandatory. The penalty
for a willful violation would be a fine of up to $10,000,
imprisorjiieat for up to one year, or both. Liability for

harm would be imposed without regard to fault. No patents
would be allowed unless the NIH Guidelines b.ad been
strictly adhered to and full disclosure of the process
made.

H.R, A232: Thi^ bill -would establish a temporary, one-year study
coiuoission to make a report on recombinant DNA issues.

S. 945: This bill would require the Secretary of HEW to regulate
recombinant DNA research. The NIH Guidelines would serve
as the scientific standards. The penalty for a violation
woi'lJ be a fine of up to $10,000, imprisonment for up to

one year, or both. The penalty for a willful violation
would be a fine of not less than $10,000, imprisonment
for not less than one year, or both. The bill would also
estab].ish a temporary, 27-month study commission to make
a report on recombinant DNA issues.

H.R. 4759: This bill would require the Secretary of HEI%^ to regulate
recombinant DNA research. The NIH Guidelines would serve
as the scientific standards. A license for each facility,
issued by the Secretary, would be m.andatory . .The penalty
for a violation v/ould be a fine of up to $1,000. There
would be a limit of ten P-4 centers. Stace/local govern-
ments would be able to impose their own requirements if

they vrere at least as strict as the comparable Federal
standards,

H.R. 6158: This is the Administration bill and was introduced in the
SenCite as S. 1217. The bill would require the Secretary
of HEW to regulate recombinant DNA activities. The NIH
Guidelines would serve as the scientific standards. A
license for each facility, issued by the Secretary, would
be mandatory. The penalty for a violation would be a

S. 621:
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fine of up to $5,000. The penalty for a willful violation
would be a fine of up to $5,000, inpr isonnient for up to

.one year, or both. State/local governments would be able
to impose their ovm requirements if they were at least as

strict as the comparable Federal standards.

".H.R. 7418 This bill would require the Secretary of HEW to regulate
.recombinant DNA activities. The NIH Guidelines would
-.serve as interim standards. A license for each facility,

-.issued by the Secretary, would be mandatory. Local
Biohazards Committees would be established to review each

. , '.project and all license applications. A National Advisory
rComraittee , with several operati.cnal mandates, vrould also

:be established. The penalty for a violation would be a

:fine of up to $50,000. The penalty for a willful violation
iwould be a fine of up to $50,000, or imprisonment for not
;more than one year, or both. State/local governments
"would be able to impose tlieir own requirements if the

.Tequirement is necessary to protect health or the environment
:^rd is required by compelling local condition.

rK.R. 7897: (As reported by the SubconnTiittee on Health and the Environ-
ment). This bill would require the Secretary of HEU to

regulate recombinant DMA activities. The NIH Guidelines
: would serve as the interim standards. A license for each

-.faci.lity, issued by the Secretary, woul'I be mandatory,
iocal Biohazards' Commit tees would be established to

review each project and all license applications. The
.penalty for a violation would be a fine of up to $5,000.
-The penalty for a willful violation would be a fine of up

;to $50,000, imprisonment for not more than one year, or

ioth. A National Advisory Committee, v/ith some operational
functions, would be established. State/local governments
would be able to impose their ovm requirements if the

11.1. 'f "requirements were necessary to protect the local health
'.or the environment. A temporary, 2-year study comm.ission

-would be established to make a report on recombinant DiiA

issues . . t
-

. . ^ : . .

S. 1217: (As reported by the Committee on Human Resources). This
;.would establish an ll-member, free-standing comm.isaioa to

•.regulate recombinant DNA activities. A license for each
^facility, issued by the Commission, would be mandatory.
Institutional .Biohazards Ccrmriit tees would be established

r-.l.- .. 1..'. . Ito approve each project at a licensed facility. The
penalty for a violation v:ould be a fine of up to $10,000.
-State/local governments vrculd be able to impose their
.own requirements if the requirements were stricter than
-the comparable Federal standards and were "material and
"orelevant:" to local health and environmental concerns.
The Commission would, witliin two years, study and report
on rcco!:ib in:int l'';.\
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S. 1217: (Amendment ;7754: an arnendmenc in the noture of a sub-

stitute for S. 1217). This bill would require the

Secretary of HEW to regulate recombinant DNA activities.

The NItl Guidelines would serve as the interim standards.

A license for each facility, issued by the Secretary,
would be mandatory. Local Biohazards Conunittees v;ould be

established to review each project and all license applications.
The penalty for a willful violation would be a fine of up

to $2,000. A National Advisory Coroitiittee would be estab-
lished. Other Federal agencies would need the permission
of the Secretary before promulgating any regulation in

this area. State/local governments would be able to

impose their own requirements only if the Secretary
granted such permission and if the requirement were
stricter than the comparable Federal standard, were
necessary to protect health or the enviroiuiient , and were
required by compelling local conditions.

H.R. 11192: (As reported by the Science and Technology Committee).
This bill carries over several provisions of H.R. 7S97

but is much briefer. It is a two-year bill that would
require the Secretary of KFW to regulate recombinant DMA
activities. The NIH Guideline;- would serve as the interim
standards. The Secretary would be authorized to exempt
projects from, the Guidelines in specific circumst;ance3

.

Institutional Biosafety Coiamittces would be established
to revipw and m.onicor projects. The penalty for a violation
of the Act would be a fine of up to $5,000 and/or withdrawal
of financial assistance. State/local governments would
be able to impose their o\-rci requirem.ents if the requirem.ent

were necessary to protect the local health or the environjiient

.

A temporary, 30-month study commission would be established
to report on recombinant DNA issues.

S. 1217: (Amendment •!'1713: an amendment in the nature of a substituce
for S. 1217). This bill is quite similar to H.R. 11192.
The major difference is that S. 1217, amendment 1713,
contains no provision for the preemption of - State/local
regulations. . -
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TTC^Tilc^ .Sjicii:^ .Senile
WASHINGTCr-l. O C. :05!0

June 1 , 1973

The Hcnorcble Coseuh A. Califano, Jr.
. .

Secretary of Health, Educa-ion ar.d Welfare • i .

'

Depart-ent of Health, tducation and V/elfare

Washington, O.C, 20201 - -

Dear Mr. Secretary:

Since 1975 four cG:::mittees of the House and Senate nave held nine series of

hearings to consider the issues relating to recon;binant D'lA research. These

extended and thorough inquiries have shown that, v/ith respect to tne rzse^rzh

they support and conduct, the National InstHuces of Health have taken a

'procerVj' cautious approach by prohibiting certain presun-ably hazardous
experi rrents

,
requiring certi f i cac i on of the safety of host-vector syste~s,

prescribing chysical and biological contain-enc rneasures for the conduce of

permissible exoeri"ents, and providing for changes in these restrictions as

further scientific evidence resolves the uncertainties about "che health and '

en vi ron~en tal "^f'eczs of using recombinant DHA techniques.

Evidence accuriulated in the past year, rather than revealing any hazarcs
associated wit-i these experifnents

,
poincs to a high level of safety in the

use of the predominant nost organisn;, the K-12 straiii of £ . col i . The NIH
RecorTibi nan t CIA Holecuie Program Advisory Ccn-niittee has rez'3\:':r.enGe(i cnanges
in the Instituce's' research guidelines to reflect this evidence, and these
.recommendations are being considered by Director Fredrickson, Other hosts
and vectors iiave received less scrutiny, and uncertainty remains abouc risks
that may be associated with future applications of the technology. These
uncertainties justify continuing to require certain precautions in recom-
binant CNA work.

However, the hearings l^ave also underscored the need to correct deficiencies
in the present system of ^egu'ation. Privately supported research acciviuies
are not subject to monitoring by HIH nor to sanctions for failure to complv
with the guidelines. Application of tiie f!iH szar\czr6s by other Federal
agencies is voluntary. As Director F?-edrickson has stated on several occasions,
it is doubtful tiiis enforcement by the principal Federal sponsor o^ recom-
binant C';A research -- fllH -- is appropriate. Procedures for revising the
standards and exempting' certain experiments should be clarified. It is

important to ensu^-e the accountability of i ns ci tuti ons and i n ves ti gacors
,

particularlv if triev are to assume areater resoons ibi 1 i i-/ for r';Qn i cori ;-,q

]

' /
L.iscr., c/z/,2: Fredrickson, Scetten, Perpich, Talbot,

•-11. ^...r., 7 or sec. sig. -p- n
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compliance. The Federal Governfr.ent should anticipate comiiierci al applications

of recofT.bi nani; DN'A techniques and the concerns they are likely to raise.

In viev/ of these devel opr,ents and in viev/ of the he?vy legislative schedule

of T.he Senate and the Hijman Resources Committee, v/e are v/riting to inquire

v/hether che deficiencies in the oreseni regulatory system can be remedied

through executive action in th,e event final agreement on legislation is noi:

possible. Soeci f i cal ly , it v/oul d seem possible to shift monicoring and

enforcement responsibilities from 'ilH to a more aoprcoriate agency v/ithin

the Cepartment of Health, Education,, and Welfare. It would also seem possi-

ble to remedy the problems of accountability and of coverage in the process

of revising the recombinant ONA guidelines. On the basis of the survey
of existing statutory authorities conducted by th.e Comnittee on Commerce,
Science and Transoorcati on , there seems zo be adeauai:e authority to regulate
the ccm-^ercial apclication cf products developed through recombinant DilA

technology. "here is, hov/ever, need for more effective coordination among

Federal agencies in the ir.pl emenca ti on of these authorities.

In this regard, you exoressed to Senator Stevenson in your letter of
February 27, 1973, that the Food and Drug Administration "...could, under
-existing authority, ""equire any firm seeking approval of a product v/hich may

be the end product cf recombinant DiN'A research to certify to the Agency that
it has complied v/ith tne ilIH guidelines on recombinant DMA." You noted also
that FDA has authority to inspect firms making such certification to assure
com.pliance v/ith the NIH guidelines. This statement is important because
most, if not all, recombinant DiNA research by the private sector is being
conducted by pharmaceutical companies v/ith the objective of developing
products that v/oul d be marketed "in accordance v/ith FDA regulations. A

decision by the Adini ni strati on to use this existing authority v/ould bring
the large majority cf privately funded recombinant DNA research activities
under- the MIH guidelines. Is the Administrat-ion prepared to use the auth-
ority cited in your February 27th letter?

Finally, it h.as been suggested that section 361 :f the^ Public Health Service
Act provides sufficient authority to promulgate regulations covering recom-
binant DNA research conducted by the private sector v/ith non- Federal funds.
Although you have expressed the viev/ that specific legislative authority is

preferable -to using the authority of section 351, v/e are raising the issue
again for three reasons: (1) the need for nev/ legislation is less clear thar

it v/as one year ago v/hen the initial bills v/ere introduced, (2) the existing
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re^t^ator/ deficiencies relating to Federally- supported research can De

rer^aied by executive action, and (5} the heavy legislative schedule -I'.ay

prelude action in this session of Congress. In view of these develo'brrients

it ens prudent to explore the v/illingn.ess of t':e Executive Branch to use

th^^uthori ty of section 561 to cover privately- funded reconribinant DNA
res;ej:rc;i . In addition, v/e request that you solicit a legal opinion from

thc>e3'^rt.Tient of Justice as to ti^e use of section 561 in this marjier.

Itie^^; is an additional factor to consider. In the past, Congress has been
reluctant to extend statutor^r control over a specific field of scientific
investigation ic^.less such authcritv was absolutely necessary to protect
the public's health and safety. In viev; of the scientific evidence acci"-
uiated during the past year, it is not possible to reach this conclusion in

the^S-se of recon:binant DMA research. If the deficiencies discussed above
coL^ be corrected through executive action -- by use of existing pov/ers

of SA and/or the authority of section 561 -- there would be no reason to

leg^late new statutory controls.

In event these executive actions were irr.plemented , we would recorrr.end

tha^—^^i appropriate groLp of e:vperts and lay persons, such as the a-e^/isow"

cciTJTKtitee to the N'lH Director, continue to T.onitcr the scientific ^'^deivce

rel^^ng to the hypothetical risks of reconbinant D>LA research. li^videnc
indicating actual risks were to be developed, Congress could once aSin
consider the need for legislation. O

CD
-S3

Since we are presently considering the legislative agenda for the bir^ince

of this ses^on, we would appreciate your prompt response, to this irraSiiry

Sincer2'l

EKVAi^D M. KE>::^DY, Chainna>^

Sub<^onirriittee on Health
X..a.rid Scientific Research

ADLAT E. STEVE:-:S0N, Chaii-an
SubcorRTixttee on Science, Technolc:g;-'

and Space • '
.

\J.A(?jB K. JAVITS, Ranking
, . /Minority N!err,ber

a Hinnan Resources

GAYLOl^) NL-f.SON, Mcinber

:an Rosoiu'ccs

lAi^ISO;^ A. IVILLLVMS, JR., Qi^ir-an
CoiTimi>_tee on Hunan Res cureescD ,.

uJ

RICHA PI^ S. SG:'VEIra^R, Raiikiny-^

Minoritv Vovbor
Subco!:::, litre-: o:;

and Scientii-ic Research
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SUMMARY MINUTES OF
DIRECTOR'S .;\DVISCRY CCi'iMITTEE MEETING

DECET4BER 15-16, 1977

Intrcx3uction to the Meeting

Dr. Donald Fredrickson, Director of the National Institutes of

Health, opened the meeting with a brief prologue. He noted that the

Guidelines for Recciribinant E3>IA Research were published in June 1976,

the draft Environmental Impact Statesnent in Septenber 1976, ar^d the

final Environmental Impact Statement in Novenber 1977. Dr. Fredrickson

pointed out that the Guidelines were constructed in response to con-

cerns about the possible hazards of recombinant DNA research. He

added that this area of science is rapidly evolving with new infor-

mation continuously coming to light. The Guidelines would need to be

a livirig document in order to respond.

Dr. Fredrickson stated that NIH has taken seriously the duty to

preserve due process an5 to provide for public participation in the

first revision of the Guidelines. The proposed revised Guidelines

have been published in the Federal Register and the NIH Recombinant

Technical Bulletin (Fall 1977). The revisions are based on new scien-

tific and administrative experience. They anticipate the possibility

of legislative developnents. In the absence of legislation, all

federally funded recanbinant DNA research is being conducted under the

NIH standards. Similar guidelines exist in other countries and many

national conmittees look to the NIH for guidance.
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Dr. Fredrickson continued by noting that recop.binant WA

techniques and the policies governing their use can serve as a case

mcdel for public and scientific participation in developing national

and international science policy. He roninded the audience that the

subject of this meeting is the proposed revision of existing Guide-

lines ard its purpose is to develop facts and opinions concerning the

next stage of development of the Guidelines

^

Dr. Fredrickson concluded his introduction by describing the

format of the meeting. The review of each relevant section would begin

with a short presentation by a member of the Reccmbinant DNA Molecule

Program .Advisory Committee (RAC), followed by conments from invited

v/itnesses and public witnesses respectively. Menbers of the Advisory

Committee to the Director, NIH (DAC) would have the opportunity to

question witnesses m a frank and open discussion of viev^s. Towards

the close of the meeting each menber of the CAC v/ould provide a brief

oral summ.ary and then fellow at sane future date with m.ore detailed

written conments. Dr. Fredrickson urged all interested participants

to submit ccn^ments.

Introduction to the Proposed Revised Guidelines

Dr. John Littlefield (PAC) briefly described the Introduction

to the Guidelines. He noted that the term "recombinant WA" had been

redefined and that the menbers of the RAC believed the new definition

to be a wx)rkable one. The definition will exclude certain types



of experiments, particularly those in wiiich a population of naturally

r^ccrriDining DMA such as bacteriophage TyDNA or fragments of E. col i

K'A will be cloned in an E. coH host. Dr. Littlefield was followed

by Dr. Maxine Singer (NIH) who presented additional testimony on the

definition of recombinant WA. Dr. Singer noted that neither the

current nor proposed revised Guidelines provide any guidance on

containment levels for experiments that involve chemically synthesized

KIA. Dr. Singer proposed wording for synthetic DNA.

In the discussion that follov^ed , Dr. Fredrickson again noted

that the RAC believed the current definition to be too inclusive

and ignoring the phenomena of natural recombination. The RAC therefore

introduced the concept of "novel reccmbinants ." The RAC would be

charged with the responsibility for development of a list of exempt-

tions. Members of the DAC agreed with the concept of such a list

but expressed concern over the lack of clarity in the term "normal

physiological process."

The invited and public witnesses also commented on the definition

of recanbinant DMA and the distinction between novel and non-novel

recombinants. Ms. Nancy Pfund (Sierra Club) asked what data had been

used to justify the revisions maiie in the Guidelines. She further

suggested that emphasis be placed on the concept of safety rather

than novelty in categorizing reconbinaiits and that all publications

be required to list the levels of biological and physical containment
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at which the experL-nents were done. Dr. Jonathan A. King (MIT)

noted that very little information has been gathered concerning

the incidence of laboratory infection, particularly as a control

population for future studies of laboratories involved in recombinant

K^IA experimentation. Dr. Mary-Dell Chilton (University of Washington)

described her research on crown gall tumors in plants. The tumors

are caused by bacterial plasmids which can also be induced to

grow in E. coli . Under the proposed Guideliness, by one criterion

the cloning of this plasmid IDMA would be eligible for the excluded

list of experiments but, by another, it would not. She asked that

consideration be given to resolving this disparity.

Other CCTTinents were m^e both about the lack of clear and explicit

language in some sections of the Guidelines and about their lack

of reference to regulation for the private sector. Dr. Ronald Cape

(Cetus Corporation) indicated he favored passage of a law regulating

private and public laboratories with the inclusion of exemptions

for patent rights and trade secrets.

Physical Containm.ent

Dr. Emm-ett Barkley (NIH) described the changes that had been made

in the section of the Guidelines dealing with physical containment.

He pointed out that there were no significant differences betv«z;en the

two versions except for a new format for the material and an attoiipt
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to harmonize levels of physical ccntairuTient among the various

countries prcmulga'cir.-g guidelines. Many of the revisions were

based on the outcome of a NIH/E^'iBO sponsored workshop on containment.

Dr. Barkley irJicated that three major categories had been

developed. These included safer laboratory practices, such as employ-

ment of standard microbiological techniques, containment equipment,

and special laooratory design. With regard to containment equip-

ment, the P2 level requires the use of biological safety cabinets

in certain experiments, the P3 level requires biological safety cab-

inets for all experiments, and the P4 level requires the use of glcr/e

boxes. Special laboratory design at the P3 level requires access

control, directional air flow and surface treatment, and at the

?4 level requires facility isolation, a chan(-,e room, sealeil surfaces

and a secondary treatment systan.

Dr. Barkley noted that the safety of tht individual worker

depends primarily on laboratory practice and the use of containment

equipment v-liile environmental protection depends upon all three

el orients. Current NIH designations for increasing levels of dnysical

containment adhere closely to the equipment and special laboratory

design criteria described by the NIH/E-IBO Vforkshop. Revisions in

the Guidelines incorporate laboratory design reconmendations and

new mardatory requirements for safe biological practices.

A number of comments were made both by menbers of the EAC and

by thie various public witnesses. Dr. Sinshexmer ^DAC) pointed out
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that IcA'.^r^d physical ccntairunent for a qiven class of exper i.T.2nts

could increase the nurrher of laboratories where the e:<periment

takes place and consequently increase the possible hazard. There

was particular concern about the need for training in microbiological

techniques. In response to a question about release of untreated

air from P3 level laboratories, Dr. Barkley noted that all air

expelled from inside the biological safety cabinets is filtered

prior to release while only the air from the normal laboratory

environn-.ent is vented directly.

Biological Contairiment , l , , .

^

•

Dr. Sue Gottesman (NIH) presented the RNZ rationale for re/isions

in the area of biological containment. She noted that the use of

enfeebled hosts and vectors would both limit the potential for sur-

vival of the host and for transmission of the vector. The best examples

are the development of ^(1116, a strain of E. coli K-12 which can

on].y sun/ive in a very permissive set of laboratory condi^'tions and

the creation of vectors with host dependent mutations, such as

bacteriophage lambda which contains arpher mutations and can only

grov/ in a supressor host. . ...

Dr. GottesTTian described the tlSJ nomenclature and its application

as a general host-vector designation. The only ETv'l system row in

existence is EKl , although if other certified hosts are to h^t used

experiments sbiOuld only be conducted at the P2 level with non-pathogenic
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prokaryote genes. Any further experiments to be conducted v/ith that

IFn/I systen v/ould require explicit approval by the RAC. Similarly,

E. cell host-vector systems (EK) are the only candidates for HV2

ard HV3 certification. For certification at the H'vG level the

vector must be host dependent or defective in mobilization and,

if a plasmid, rot contain markers conferring resistance to antibiotics

used clinicaJ.ly or in agriculture. Dr. Gottesman further noted

that other HV2 and HV3 systaiis can be considered as they are develope-d;

and that testing of such system.s would in the process create better

performance criteria for th.eir final evaluation and certification.

Similarly, the designation of a system as H^J3 would not necessarily

inhibit its ris'; assessment since each candidate could include

a marker that v,x:)uld permit assay of its presence during in vivo

testing

.

In the discussion that follov.'ed Dr. Gottesman' s presentation,

Dr. Fredrickson indicated that other types of risk assessm.ent experi-

ments in addition to testing and evaluation of and HV3 systems

could be specifically exonpted fra-p. the provisions of the Guidelines.

In a related comment, Dr. John Tooze (EMBO) stated that the polyoma

DNA risk experiment proposed by MIFI was being already carried out

in Europe. PolycOTa ENA lambda hybrids had been constructed, were

currently being characterized, ard would be given to mice. Dr. Tooze

pointed out that containment levels for cloning of viral Di<[A in

Europe are less stringent than those in the United States.
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Questions were raised by the public wimass^;^ regarding the

adequacy of the data enployed to certify HV2 and HV3 systens.

Concerns were expressed that all tests ard performance criteria

be made a matter of public record so that conments could be received

prior to certification of a given system. Recommendations 'were

also made concerning the need for more extensive risk ass^issment

studies, inclLsding those employing statistical analyses, and for

NIH certification of H^7 systons developed by industry.

Experimenta_l Guidelines :.

The justification for the proposed revisions in the Experimental

Guidelines section v/as presented by three members of the RAC.

Dr. Etonald Helinski described changes in containment levels

for prokaryote and eukaryote DNA. He noted that the list of pro-

hibited exr^riments has net oeen altered although the revised

Guidelines do have a provision for exonption of specific exper-

iments in each class. In the permissible class, most experiments

will use E. coli K-12 as the host, although other HVl Systens can

be enployed. Many categories have not been changed and are, in fact,

even more stringent due to more rigorous requirenents for certifi-

cation of host vector systems. As examples of experiments that

can be conducted at lower containrrient levels. Dr. Helinski mentioned

shotgun cloning into E. coli K-12 of both non-prLmate marnialian

DNA (from P3 + EK2 to P2 + EK2) ard primate DNA (from P4 + EK2

to P4 + EKl). He pointed out that the proposed new definition of
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recombinant DMA will eliminate regijiation of exper im-ri':y with

prokaryote DNA cloned into E. coll K-12 v/here the organisms normally

exchange genetic information with E. coli K-12.

Dr. Helinski then summarized the results from a series of

published and unpublished experiments that the PAC believed justi-

fied its decision to lower containment levels. A recent conference

held on risk assessment indicated that E. col_i K-12 could neither be

converted to a pathogen nor could it colonize the nonnal hiinan gut.

The variant strain )<^1776 could not even be established in germ

free mice. Other data indicated that plasmid transfer in the

intestines was infrequent and required the use of conjugative

plasmids, and the narrow host range of phage vectors markedly

limited their transmissability. Dr. Helinski went on to present

evidence that exchange of genes can occur in nature in normally

nonexchanging ?':>eciec. Finally he described experiments in which

plants have been shown to take up bacrerial DNA and alternatively

in which eukaryotic Df^A has been taken up by bacterial cells and

incorporated in the host genome.

Dr. Helinski then responded to questions from the DAC. He

noted that decisions on exceptions to prohibited ejcperiments wculd

be made by the Director, NIH on the recommendation of the RAC.

He also pointed out that experiments were underway to assay for

the possibility of plasmid escape through the sevage system or
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by transduction to another bacterium. Dr. Helinski indicated that

in terms of approximating physiological conditions in a test tube,

the mild shock treatment employed to facilitate transformation in

E. coli was not that far frcm the norm. Similar levels of calcium,

for example, are found in the intestinal tract.

Dr. Helinski was follov/ed by Dr. Kov;e who presented the RAC

recommtendations on viral DMA. Dr. Rcwe briefly described the various

classes of viruses including retroviruses (v/hich carry reverse

transcriptase), baculoviruses (DNA viruses that infect insects),

and papova viruses (which include SV-40 and polyoma). Dr. Powe

described the containment levels required for viral DNA.

A considerable discussion ensued with DAC members asking vvtiy

viral CWA required such high containment levels. Dr. John Tooze

(E24BO) contrasted the European attitude toward cloning viral DNA.

He first pointed out that many European countries had adopted

guidelines but had not felt it necessary to pass laws. In each

comtry, each virus cloning proposal is put forth to a national

ccniriittee and is judged individually. He noted that when viral

DNA such as SV-40 or polyomta is used as a vector it will pick up

host DNA by natural recombination, so that to clone m.ouse DNA via

polyoma in mouse cells at a ?3 level does not seem justifiable.

Dr. Zaitlin conclude.l the section on Experimental Guidelines by

discussing changes suggested for plant CNA. Dr. Chilton (University

of Washington) testifying as an invited v;itness suggested that the
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Guidelines should reflect differences in the virulence of individual

plant pathogenic bacteria with a general level of P2 + EK2 for cloning

in E. col i K-12. She stated that to her knowledge the only plant

pathogen bacterial DHA currently being cloned is the tumor inducing

of Agrobacterium tumifaciens which is now at P2 + EK2 but in the

revised Guidelines would be either at P3 + EK2 or not restricted

at all. A fined point was made by Leslie Dach (Envirorjiiental Defense

Fui"d) who asked for a better rationale in the Experimental section

for the categorization of certain classes of experiments into specific

piiysical and biolcgical levels.

Roles and Respor sibilities

Dr. FredricKson introduced this section by noting that the

Guidelines refer to NIH grantees but are also sijbscribed to by the

NSF and USDA. tie believed that the Guidelines will continue to

evolve as more groups cane under their aegis. Dr. Fredrickson then

asked Dr. William Gartland (ORDA) to provide a chronology of events

for thei' Luplorientation of the Guidelines. Dr. Gartland indicated

that prior to pranulgation of the Guidelines in June 1876, NIH sent

letters of information to its grantees which stated that guidelines

were under consideration and aske.d each principal investigator to

return a staten-.ent of agreement to abide by the Asilonar guidelines.

Following publication of the NIH Guidelines, ORDA sent notices to

both institutions and principal investigators establishing procedures
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of ccr^pliar.cG includir.q creation of institutional biohazards caomittees

and memoranda of understanding and agreement (assurance of familiarity

and canpliance with the Guidelines) and subsequently requiring prior

approval fran NIH for all new, or continuing research activities

involving recombinant DMA technology. ORDA also developed procedures

designed to facilitate processing of the documents by MIH staff.

Dr. LeRoy Walters (R^.C) then described the proposed changes

in the Roles and 'Responsibilities section. The RAC recomTiended

tihat; 1) institutional biohazards committees inclix3e individuals

who represent ccmmunity involvement 2) institutions with P3 and P4

level experiments appoint a biological safety officer who wuld have

oversight functions, 3) certification of host-vector systons proceed

through a m.echanism including review by an expert subcommittee of the

PI\C, concurrence by the RAC, and final approval by the Dir.^tor, NIH,

who would have ultimate responsibility, and 4) an administrative

mechanism be developed for exsnptions to the Guidelines in which

a proccxilure similar to certification would apply. In discussion

with members of the DAC, Dr. Walters indicated that the Guidelines

do not address the question of voluntary compliance for non-

governmental funded research.

The public witnesses addressed the issue of enforcement.

Representatives of the AFL-CIO indicated that although the Guidelines

have set standards for good personnel practices, they believed

that the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) had
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the responsibility for enforctr^.erit , They disagreed with the concept

of voluntary conpliance ,citii:g tne lack of evidence in other areas

for such willingness by American industry. They believed regulations

with provisions for penalties' were required with the final respon-

sibility resting in CSVLh. A representative of the Pharmaceutical

Manufacturers Association (PMA) expressed his irdustry's willingness

to canply with the Guidelines providing provision could be made

for preservation of trade secrets. Other witnesses suggested mandating

the composition of the institutional biohazard coimittees, public

*

representation on the RAC, and on-site inspections by NIH when

necessary.

Conclusion

In the dii'cussion period each member of the EiAC summarized

his or her viewpoint. The issues addressed included training of

laboratory personnel, collection of data on the incidence of laboratory

infections, public representation on institutional biohazard coirnittees,

cind the need for more risk assessment studies. Dr. Fr©3rickson closed

the meeting by requesting more detailed written coiroents from each

of the participants.
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